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 Madam Speaker: We have with us an honourable guest Mr. Aftab Ahmed who is a Managing 

Director, Lahore Stock Exchange and he will share his views about role and functioning of the capital 

market for the benefit of the economy. I request our honourable guest to come here.  

(Clapping) 

 Madam Speaker: Mr. Aftab Ahmed Chaudhry  is an MBA from Nucleus State University and is 

currently the Managing Director,CO of the Lahore Stock Exchange Ltd. Mr. Aftab has about 25 years of 

progressive job experience in logistical supply Chin, Administrative for Simons,  Strategic Asset, Financial 

Project Budgetary, Management Possessions and Advisory Consulting, Commercial and Regulatory 

Entities both in Pakistan as well as abroad. He has also worked on a logistics Simon during the United 

Nations’ operations in Somalia. Before joining LSE Mr. Aftab was a regular Secretary-General of the 

South Asian Federation of Exchanges; a SAARC recognized body. He also served as a Member of Task 

Force for the review of the code of corporate, governance and the Committee for the physical trade and 

market development for commodities. It is certainly an honour for us to have him here. Now I invite him to 

take the floor. 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed Chaudhry: Thank you very Madam Deputy Speaker. It is an honour and a great 

pleasure for me to be here. I have addressed lots of students’ gathering and we continue to reach out to the 

students of various ages the educational institution. The idea about the capital markets or the knowledge 

about the capital markets in Pakistan, we believe is not that ---- and exchanges need to play a pivotal role in 

expanding the understanding of our markets and the role that the exchanges play in the economy of a 

country. My face may look very familiar. I know what would be the normal decorum of addressing a Youth 

Parliament like this. Please excuse being me frank. My face may look familiar to you because Aasia 

happens to be my sister. No matter what you know this has been I think third or fourth year of the Youth 

Parliament being the project being in place but unfortunately I never got the chance of coming here and you 

know really doing what we ought to do is to just kind of you know to spread knowledge and understanding 

as you have said. Markets are very important and you as policy makers, as parliamentarians, I think, the 

basic responsibility of any government is not only to deliver good governance but also introduce policies 

which in a way innovative the industrial and the economic base of the country, no matter what you know 

when you elected from your constituents, when you become responsible for whatever constituency you 

represent taking action which would contribute to the economic wellbeing of your constituents and overall 

the countrymen is I think the basic function of a parliamentarian irrespective of, you know what you think 

that you come into the Parliament and Parliament’s basic job is to make laws and ensure that the 

government just implement those laws but other than that look at  the entire campaigns that we run in any 

country of any continent in the world, whenever the electioneering takes place, whenever the campaigns are 



launched the focus of the campaign be believe you know 80% is on the economy, on how you would lead 

your nation to a path of economic prosperity and growth. These days you would all recall that the campaign 

for the election of United States’ President is going on and if you would happen to watch that very closely, 

the focus is as to what Obama has delivered during the last four years. He came into office with great 

promises, what an orator that we have in his shape and form, a very guy who just have the experience of 

serving the Parliament as a Senator and then a junior Senator of the United States Senate but the guy had a 

potential to just you know carry on make people dream in his leadership, bringing dream is one thing but 

you actually given the job, how you handle, how you ensure that your country progresses under your 

leadership and I think this would be a great challenge for all of you when you enter the politics, real politics 

and when you  become the policy makers or even you know, some of you guys would serve in different 

government  corporations in various capacities, I think, this is fundamental that wherever you go if you are 

working in a corporation, your role in a corporation would be to contribute to the growth of company. 

Similarly you know your role when you join the government etc., your role would be to ensure that how the 

government actually delivers on the promises and ensures good governance. Your schedule as a 

parliamentarian would be to ensure that you put in the policies which are good for the economic health of 

the country. So, this is the promise under which I thought that I should take this liberty of asking Aasia that 

she needed me to come and of contribute whatever I could in your learning process, if anyone of you would 

have also noticed as to what is taking place in a continent like Europe.  Europe is passing through one of 

the toughest financial period in its history. European Union came into being or the concept of the European 

Union came into being in early 1950s when a smaller association between different countries known as the 

coal and steel union of Europe. It was just a combination of the steel and coal producing entities which 

though that in order to maximize their output and make a collective output for these producing entities, they 

needed to just combine together. Now over the period of 60 or 62 years, I think, we celebrate 62 year of 

coming into EU, 27 countries form part of the broader EU and 17 counties happened to be part of the Euro 

zone where Euro is the currency for financial transaction, in doing so, while achieving so, and then they 

have a European parliament. European parliament is elected, besides the parliamentarians being elected 

from within the constituencies for their national government, then they also have this concept of European 

Parliament. As I said the Europe is passing through some of the most critical times in their history and 

some of the people are talking of Euro Zone facing the kind of disintegration like elections recently took 

place in Greece and pro Euro parties gained the majority. The political discussion and discourse that took 

place in Greece before the election and this is second round of election. Earlier round of election was so 

inconclusive that they had to go for the second round of elections. There are lots of people who expressed 

their criticism that whether Greece people would elect those kind of Parliamentarians who would believe in 

more Euro who would not believe in this integration and coming out of the Euro zone. Thank God that we 

who belong to financial services industry and these days the industries are so globalized that even though 

you would think of Pakistan not being impacted or whatever is happening, I think that we should know 

everything  that would happen in any part of the world, which happens to be our market. We do face some 

sort of situation or the challenge in dealing with the market, why do I mention the Euro because the 

European Parliament, European policy makers have recently allowed Pakistan, the GSP-II plus status if you 



would know now what is GSP II plus status, couple of years ago when Pakistan suffered from the worst 

floods in the country, European Parliament instead of giving any aid to Pakistan recommended that instead 

of aid why should not we allow more trade from the Pakistani textile and other companies so that they get 

more quota for trade with the European countries and the more quota, more chances of earning would bring 

in more money to the economy of Pakistan and the benefit would trickle down and that is why we as a 

nation and ask the market professionals the financial services continue to believe that trade is much better 

than the aid. I was just talking of how Pakistan is impacted etc., just because the Europe is facing the 

overall each and every consumer of Europe is facing the kind of economic crunch where the wages are not 

at the same level where the governments are more and more emphasizing on bringing in measures which 

are called austerity measures, you know not the kind of pomp and show that you see army of Ministers and 

advisors etc., and ask living beyond our means. If you look at the culture that the politicians have in India 

you would see how simple, the parliamentarians in India are and how simple the government and how they 

believe in austerity and really putting a face which reflects that they are a nation which is humbled by the 

duty when they are elected as a member of Parliament. So, again emerging by coming back to how actions 

or how polices even just being amazed hundreds or thousands of miles away can have the impact and how 

do we need to realize you as a policy makers for Pakistan would also need to rise yourself to a level where 

you understand the challenges of introducing policies which help in the economic growth. GSP II plus 

status being allowed recently but we believe that Pakistan may not be able to benefit from when your 

nation, your country faces the kind of economic challenge when people are losing their jobs, when the 

wage standards remain where they were when you know the inflation rises if in your country but you do. 

The first thing is that you stop spending and when you stop spending, you probably don’t stop eating food 

but next big indulgence for everybody as a consumer is that you know, you don’t buy the same kind of 

newer and newer cloth and new dresses etc. So, you stop consumption of where you think that you can just 

carry on with whatever it is and that is what the situation right now is. Ok. Whatever happens in anywhere 

can also impact us. So, this is one lesson that I wanted to draw. Second is obviously as the Parliamentarians 

you would also need to look at the debate taking place in Europe. I will come back to Pakistan, I will come 

back to our market etc. But just for you to understand the challenge is that you would face as a leader or as 

a parliamentarian. Europe is clearly spit now in the countries or a nations or in the electorates who belief 

that the dream of having a common Europe has not delivered. While reaching where there are, lots of 

countries even gave up their currencies, German marks or whatever you would read about them get the 

information about the currencies and people game up, and you know something which was so essential or 

so critical for the national identity. UK is not willing and still not part of the Euro zone because they think 

that it is so important for them to continue having British pound and they think of it as a source of pride. 

 So, what I am talking of is that the debate which is taking place, the Parliaments, the leaders in 

these nations they are talking of how to create more of a Europe.  Coming back into my thrust how the 

crises started. Now each and every nation is facing the dilemma, the challenge as the growth is not taking 

place. The crises started because people lost faith in the financial markets. The banks went bankrupt. Now 

the banks are just closing down in each and every country and they came to a situation where the 

consumers of financial markets had such a rush to withdraw the deposits that they had deposited in those 



banks. The basic crisis that we face in Europe and the basic challenge that we face is as to how to deal with 

financial markets. This is what can happen if we are unable to manage the financial market. Financial 

market for what? Banks’ extending loans on the securities and whenever you would do as a consumer 

would go to a bank and whenever you are extending a credit like take the example of a credit card, before 

even a Bank issues your credit card, they would look at the credit history, credit rating etc., this is 

something which is kind of basic consumer’s loan but when we go, when you as an Industrialist go to bank. 

Obviously there would some sort of collateral that you would need to place. May be you need to pledge 

your house, may be the other plant machinery or equipment etc., and the second thing is that you as a 

financial consumer when you approach a bank or a financial market, lots of people and I think this is a 

common place culture in a country like Europe that you would approach a financial institution for real 

estate loan which is kind of known as mortgages. The crisis basically started because the banks were not 

responsible. Those people who were there working with the banks they just meant business. Any consumer 

who would walk in, we did not really look into account the credit rating of the individual, the paying back 

capacity of the individual because my job was that the more mortgages rise, the more business that I bring 

to the bank, the more bonus that I get. My bank continues to make profit and that is year the financial 

institutions hurt. When I refer to my job, I am assuming that I would have been a banker with the financial 

institution in Europe. So, my job was to write more and more mortgages but I overlook the paying back 

capacity. One economic agent of a bank just kind of overlooks the associated risk of bringing more 

business to the market and what happens. When the banks lending portfolio reach to a level that the banks 

found the value of the collateral was not that great and every now and then there is a particular thing that 

we do while assessing the risk of the financial portfolio for each and every financial institution including 

the stock exchanges, we mark to market the value of collaterals which are placed. So, what is mark to 

market? Mark to market is say for example if somebody has pledged a house with the bank and house has 

X value, after every month or every quarter we will send the surveyors and assess what is the value. If the 

value of the collateral has gone down we will mark it to the market, bring down the value of the securities 

in our portfolio. So, when the banks started doing this, everybody starting doing this and this create such a 

challenge as to how to control this mark to market because the values of the security has gone down 

further. The banks’ equity eroded. Equity is obviously the capital that the shareholders contribute is the 

base of banks’ equity eroded and it just brought such a challenge to the nation that the DC call that Europe 

is passing through one of the worst financial crisis. A crisis of the magnitude right now G20 met at Mexico, 

I hope that you know G20 leaders met at Mexico. I as a Pakistani when I see an Indian Prime Minister also 

being part and parcel of G20, I think what a pity, at some point in time our economy was growing just a 

few years ago, we were part and parcel one of the next eleven. You would hear a term known is brics, 

Brazil, Russia, India and China. This was a Goldman sax economy which came out with this term Brics. 

His theory was that these four countries would be the next economic leaders in the world. Couple of years 

after that he came out with another analysis and he included Pakistan in the list of next 11 because if 2005-

06 although we started very bad when Musharaf came into power. The country growing at the rate of 2 per 

cent or 3 per cent by the time he left, just before he left, the country was growing at the faster pace of 5 to 6 

percent and the potential that our country has 180 million people to be fed, to be provided with basic 



amenities of life. This is a vast market for any country to have and it is the consumers who define at the end 

of the day what is produced in the country and what is sold and actually how the countries grow their 

economy. Now coming back to few years ago, we were part of tax-11, we know more. We know more 

during the last 4 years the kind of economic downfall or lack of governance that we have seen and that fear 

I know comedown what is the crisis in the market. Whenever you I represent the financial market, I 

represent capital market. Although I had a stock exchange but the capital market is the market for long term 

loans to be given, for longer term funds to be generated for the industrial units which become listed on us 

and I am a believer in the market. Market as you know there is money market, capital market and why? I 

will give you my analogy. Everybody knows about Indian Premier League and now I would just bring you 

back as to how innovation; any new idea when put in place, brings more and more avenues of wealth 

generation in a society. Few years ago cricket was considered as time game, everybody knows test crickets. 

Eight countries are playing test cricket, no spectator would walk into the stadium. What it meant? What it 

meant was obviously lesser money for (say for example) PCB because every time Pakistan would visit 

Australia, some of the gate money would have to come to us and when there was not many spectators in the 

field, the companies which sponsor a game like cricket would just not be thinking of sponsoring because 

they were not getting value because people were not tuned to the TV channels, were not watching TV game 

and obviously if the people were not watching the TV game, the commercial were not being watched and 

everybody thought that why to spend money in sponsoring cricket. So, this is where we were. Somebody 

thought of T-20,  I am just bringing you an idea that how innovation works and you as a leader would 

continue to think as to how o put in place innovation no matter what happens, believe in the ability of the 

market, believe in your ability to introduce an innovate and just in place an idea that may work for your 

nation. So, here it was somebody in few years ago thought of introducing T-20, couple of World Cups took 

place and all of a sudden we saw that spectators, we say just came back to the stadiums and saw more and 

more sponsors, the corporate sponsors. Somebody in India thought of introducing IPL, the IPL the idea was 

Rajistan whatever you know these 9/11 teams got together and everyday the stadiums are full what does it 

mean. More money being spent by the consumers and I said that you know whatever you would do, you 

would have to do bring in the policies which encourage or bring more confidence in the consumers that you 

would have. So, more and more people coming into the stadium, more sponsors more money for the 

players, more money for PCCI etc., so this is the power of innovation. Now coming back to the power of 

innovation, look at where we stand as a nation or industrial base, obviously next year’s projection is 3 or 3 

and half percent and our earning capacity base is what, out of the 25 billion dollar worth of exports that we 

send out to different countries, half of that comprises of the textiles only. India about 300 billion dollar 

worth of export, I think they earned more from the Ballywood or from the kind of any nations which are 

taking place, Hollywood guise sending the work for any meeting the movies or any meeting work 

associated with movies, how an economy next door has innovated. I see lots of students graduate with IT 

technology degrees etc., do we or have we invested in really creating the kind of industry which could 

absorbs the students every year more and more students and have been really emphasized on creating 

trading links as far as IT industry is concerned. India is a Pharma industry, the medicine producing country. 

Each and every sector is contributing towards the foreign exchange earning that they have. Now I will 



come back to another analogy, why in India so much wealth is taking place, why India is growing?  In 

1991-1992 us and India probably be better place when India Munmohin Singh introduced the kind of 

liberalized the economy. At that point in time before 1991 if you would go to India, you will not find coke, 

you will not find Pepsi, there were some kind of different plans etc., you would go to India, the best card 

used to be Ambassador that you would still see. The best scooter used to be Hero Budgage, Honda Hero 

Budgoge, I don’t know, Wespa Budgage whatever. So, here again I am bringing you an other aspect of how 

economic policies work for the nation. When outside place wanted to come into India and invest. We have 

Procter and Gamble, we have Gillette, we have Nestle but when these industrial or commercial giant 

wanted to come into India, they said ‘no’ until and unless you have our local partner with you. That is why 

Suzuki Marothy, Honda, Budgage Wespa what it contributed to, it contributed that the local partners also 

got to learn good practices, good commercial marketing and industrial production practices, the guys like 

TATAs, Guy like Builders, they learn, they learned from those foreign their association with the foreign 

institutions and then the kind of invested, the kind of enterprising spirit with which they invested with 

created wealth, invested within their own country, that is why the country is progressing so much. That is 

why policy like this is very fundamental that when you put in the framework of a policy, look at the 

broader vision. You innovate the way that the guys like in India IPL innovative innovate the way that India 

learnt the path divulging the MBAs, now-a-days one degree which obviously is very popular, the thought 

or concept of MBA got introduced after the second world war. People needed more and more people with 

financial and business background etc. Now it has become so popular that everybody wants to do MBA. 

What it is! It just prepares you for the corporate leadership, is not it? You learn a bit of finance, you learn a 

bit of marketing, you learn a bit of everything. But what it does? It just enable you that if you work in 

marketing, if you work in finance, you will be able to work effectively because you have some basic 

understanding. So that is what India by introducing a policy of having the foreign partners, what it is? They 

just provided the ability to a vast majority of the industrial and the corporate sector to learn from the 

association with the foreign players. So, this is where it is. I will come back to the notion of market. One 

thing that they did was that you needed to have a foreign player. The second thing that they did was that 

irrespective where you come from, irrespective of where you bring money from, you got to be locally 

listed. What does it mean? It means and here is the difference and I will just be now very technical when I 

come to this that you list your company on the stock market, so what happens? Now we have Nestle, we 

have telenors , we have mobilings etc., companies are growing, we allowed them to come and invest in our 

market, is not it? And who are paying for the profitability of these companies, we as a consumers because 

we are the subscribers of mobiling etc. but does our economy benefit. We think companies like these will 

come out with flashy annual reports, they are saying they have invested so much in the schools and on the 

road network or some health project etc., which become the projects of the CEOs just show, the COs also 

think of social resources but what as a nation we get when India has introduced this policy that you come 

here and find a local partner and you also list in the market. If mobiling has made billions of profit in US 

dollars terms, if they would have had and if the Pakistan’s foreign investment policy allows hundred 

percent repatriation of the profit. Is not it? That is why we think that we are still more liberal in our 

economic policies but being liberal is something, did we really think of how our consumers, how wealth 



would be created in our society. We probably did not look at the other angle. The other angle is that we 

should have divulged also insisted that these companies get listed. When the companies get listed they 

obviously offer share to the local consumers and the kind of profitability that say for example Orasscom an 

Egyptian based company. Orasscom benefited and earned billions of dollars or have any dividend that they 

would have and how companies  repatriate profit. They repatriate profit because they give dividends to the 

sponsors. If they would have distributed the dividends, if they would have just allowed 5% or 10% or 

offered shares to the population here in Pakistan, every penny of dividend or profitability earned 

repatriated, it would have meant that they would have shared that profitability with the local population. So, 

this is so fundamental of creating or trying to just coming out with the policies with benefit and we call that 

it is the wealth which is created. Now I come to another dimension of our market. 

 I am not sure how many of you are the kind of financial graduates but when the companies get 

listed, say for example, if I have formed a company with the paid up capital and paid up capital is whatever 

I invest in the company of 10 crore rupees. Thus the capital that I lock in my Balance sheet that is the 

capital is initial capital. When the companies are listed on the market, then it is the financial consumer, it is 

the shareholders who everyday put bids and offers and I continue to believe that our markets are the most 

democratic instruments that you can have and I will come back to my slides subsequently as to how I 

believe the corporate governance is the basic form of democracy. So, when I as a promoter of a company 

make investment in a company, it is known as paid up capital when I list that capital on the market it is 

known as the listed capital because I have invested 10 crore rupees in a company abroad to the market but 

over the period of time if the shares of my company has X value or higher value, this is known as the 

market gap. As of now in Pakistan the listed capital in our market is 11 billion US$ and the market 

capitalization of the same listed capital is 40 billion US$. The gap between 11 and 40 is 29 billion US$ 

worth of capital what we believe is the economic wealth generated and shared every now and then you 

would think of  that market needs to be disciplined, market needs to be regulated effectively whatever crisis 

that we see in Europe is the crisis because somewhere somebody did not regulate these financial institution 

effectively. I am not saying here that when you become the policy makers as parliamentarians who are 

responsible for introducing policy, you will have to look at both sides as to how regulate but how to let the 

market innovate and grow. So, 29 billion US$ of economic wealth was generated and shared with the 

shareholders. This is what in India had happened in the most parts and this is what I think we need to also 

continue to do. 

 Right as a shareholder – I just spoke about the consumers actually have been the fundamental 

building blocks of how the companies make profitability. When the companies get listed, the companies 

offered part of the ownership to the shareholders and when you put your money in a company I think you 

also need to have a right  to ensure that the companies govern itself effectively. Obviously is not it? When 

people vote to empower you, they do it with the expectation that you will bring in good governance. Is not 

it? So, here is my theory that when you invest in the market, when you put your saving in the shares of a 

company you ought to have a right to ensure that the Mr. Manager or the chief executive or the 

management of the company takes such good steps that your investment is secured, not only your 

investment is securer rather you also get some return on your investment. So, you just as a voter has the 



right to expect good governance from you when you elected, same is the right that the shareholder has 

expecting that the corporations would govern themselves in a way that it as to wealth maximization, 

economic growth of a shareholder and thus I normally equate that the shareholder democracy is not 

different from the kind of democracy or the kind of expectation that a normal voter would have and thus I 

would just leave you with, that whenever I think the best understanding of your responsibilities and your 

rights as a consumers and your responsibility or whichever the position you are working, always see that 

wherever you are as to how, what is your expectation of governance, when you are a consumer, what is 

your expectations of being protected when you are consumer in the market and what is your expectations, 

when you are managing the market or whenever you are in the Parliament etc. that lots of technical staff, I 

don’t want just really go into the detail of and bore you with. Obviously at some other time when you go 

back to your institutions etc, I am believer in the market and there is so much that we can learn individually 

from the market, from the behaviour of the market and everybody now and then and may be you as a 

politician I have appeared in many hearings of National Assembly Committee on Finance and Senate etc. 

and 80% of the criticism on us is that markets can be manipulated or there are individuals who can 

manipulate our market. I tell them that no, you don’t believe in the power of the market who brings in the 

price just the way that we believe that it is the voters who can bring in the change, our markets are the most 

democratic institutions, we are not there to determine as to what would be price of Nestle stock in the 

market. The markets behave in an anonymous principle. There are buyers, bidding and there are the sellers 

who are selling. And if the price matches that becomes the price. Market can be manipulated many other 

ways but don’t blame the market rather just look at the challenges and this is way I would leave you with. 

Markets I mean one of the fundamental democratic institutions and one way of delivering on the 

governance and the rights of the voters is to also learn as to what are the rights of shareholders and like of 

that. We will have lots of discussion whenever you go back to your educational institutions wherever and 

we do hope of touching base with you. So, these were the thoughts. I thought that just give you a broader 

overview of how markets contribute. And how you have to just really look deeper and deeper on the 

behaviour of the financial institution etc. but believe in yourself and believer in the ability of your 

leadership. Think about how to innovate. Think about as to how to bring economic prosperity and believe 

me there is nothing that we can achieve as a nation. I think there is every item of wealth that can be talked 

and exploit it in Pakistan. With this Madam Speaker thank you very much for giving me this opportunity 

and inviting me over here.  

 Madam Speaker: Now we will take some questions now. Yes, Hasan Ashraf sahib. 

 Mr. Hasan Ashraf: Thank you for coming here and giving us your time. You talked about 

consumers’ confidence in the financial institutions. You know these institutions are paid out and given 

them millions of pounds and million of dollars which is actually the taxpayers’ money. The bankers earn 

millions in shape of bonuses and salaries payment is in millions. One of the allegations on them like when 

you build these institutions, why do you not regulate their salaries according to the market? You have also 

talked about mortgages as well. You know slicing and enticing of mortgages. Everybody knows there is a 

huge mistake on the part of financial institutions. How would the consumers’ confidence be regained in the 



market when every two three months there is a news coming oh! The market is kicking up and it does not. 

It has negative impact on the market then what are your views on it. 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed Chaudhry: Thank you very much. I think in order for everybody to understand 

let me tell you what he has said. Couple of years ago in 2008 when the initial instances of financial melt 

down started and what was the first thing that led to the chain reaction and we still continue to believe and 

that is where the challenge would come on you as the policy makers. Has anybody heard of liver brothers. 

Liver Brothers was an investment bank. Leement Brother was the first institution that somehow was 

allowed to default and close down and went bankrupt. In 2008 basic crisis started from that. Somebody 

somewhere the regulator did not realized the kind of chain reaction that it would introduce in the global 

financial markets and whatever we are seeing now is just one example of allowing a big financial to fail 

instead of making policies, second thing that they discuss instead of making policies to correct whatever 

had taken place, the rot that had come in. Lehman Brothers allowed failing in a matter of days and how it 

happens, just the same way the Goldman Sax, the Merrill Lynch, a Bank of America, they stopped lending 

to Lehman Brothers, they said that you know we don’t know what kind of toxic assets or collateral that it 

had, so they did not know. It was a loss of faith overnight and instead of being given a facility that 

subsequently the US treasury or the congress allowed, congress came out with the legislation which is 

known as ‘TARP’ of you heard of this, trouble asset rehabilitation programe. This was aw passed by US 

congress which allowed taxpayers’ money, obviously taxpayers. I believe in the market and my theory is it 

is much better to use taxpayer’s money effectively, then bringing in the kind of turmoil that is happening in 

a country like Greece. Now everybody is being affected. Greece has put in every asset in the books of their 

state for sale. You go, their ports are for sale, you go their financial institutions are for sale, you go their 

tourism spots are for sale. Imagine how a country suffers if we don’t really take action in time to prevent 

the kind of turmoil. You would otherwise set in, so TARP again very innovative and I think these nations 

which have kind of suffering, every now and then you would see billions of dollar of aid being allocated to 

country like Spain, country like Greece, everybody is now paying a price. So TARP fundamental and you 

as a policy makers would need to understand that whether continue to beat down the market saying that 

markets have not regulated themselves effectively just because that a few bankers were responsible for this 

and just kind of politicized their higher pays and bonuses etc. or really take the action which is needed to 

prevent the kind of loss of faith in the markets. So what American congress did? They said that anybody 

they created a special window with the US Federal Reserve, allowed institution to get funding, get funding 

against what? Bank of America got funding. They said look, we will provide you the funding, make us the 

shareholders. 

 An honourable Member: Sir, does funding mean without packages by the US Government? 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed:Let me finish this. General Motors tapped into that opportunity took billions of 

dollar of fund and in turn uncle Sam became the largest shareholders. Now the kind of returns and that 

money was not given for free. That money was given to these corporation against the interest cost like if I 

tapped into the resources that government provided, I had to offer pay certain share. Now history shows 

that policy of United States a kind of preventive the broader melted down of their market. Uncle Sam has 

benefited with return on the equity or return on the money provided to the tune of 25%, so, meaning 



thereby what action that they do. They realized in time that allowing one financial institution to fail was too 

much a mistake and they came out with the policy and Congress debated on this but I think at the end of the 

day there is no shortage of the people who would think of dealing with the market with an iron fist but I 

think at the end of the day they ought to be people in the Parliament who believe in the ability of the market 

to bounce back and the ability of the market provided you have some faith, so this is what you at some 

point and time and I have seen this in my small little time of association with the markets earlier with the 

Islamabad Stock Exchange. In 2008-2009 we faced the similar crisis. We went to the Government asking 

that more and more money should be made available for the brokers from the financial institutions and it 

would ease the kind of liquidity crunch that our people were facing but the Government did not have the 

belief and now at that point and time our market capitalization was 75 billion US dollars that has come 

down to 40 billion US dollars. 35 billion dollars worth of economic wealth lost in our country just because 

that our policy makers did not have faith. They wanted to just punish the market because whatever they 

think, they did have belief in but you ought to have the faith, the same faith, the same level of innovation, 

just the way that I give you an example of IPL etc. Continue to have faith. Thank you. 

 Madam Speaker: Mohterma Shaheera Jilil Abbasi Sahiba. 

 Mohterma shaheera Jalil Abbasi: Sir, in 2009 a Bill was present in the Parliament that Bill was 

called the privatization, demutualization and integration of Stock Exchanges. That Bill has been recently 

signed by President Asif Zardari. What do you think would be the effective demutualization on the 

Pakistani capital markets and do you think any particular exchange of Pakistan would be benefiting or all 

stock exchanges operating would benefit. 

  

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed: Thank you very much. Yes, again Bill passed by the Parliament. Obviously it 

has become a Bill. I still have personal reservation about that. I am part of the process in ensuring that it is 

implemented. It is implemented in letter and spirit. This effectively is an attempt to bring more 

responsiveness and better governance in the management of the stock exchanges. This Bill is aimed at 

taking away whatever later power that the brokers had in managing the markets earlier. Now their role in 

managing the market would be eliminated. Markets would become more professional and while doing so, 

our faith is that it would be the consumers; it would be the shareholders who would gain because it would 

encourage more and more of their confidence and trust in our markets. There is a lot of details that I can 

share but I think it is a good way to restructure our markets. 

 Madam Speaker: Mr. Kashif Badar sahib. 

 Mr. Kashif Badar: Sir, my question is how government’s borrowing can be minimized from the 

banks in Pakistan? 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed: That is another thing. I think we need too. Whenever I say that bring in the 

democratic principles in every face, we continue to ask the Government that whenever you need to raise 

money come to the market with an instrument say for example for the construction of Kalabagh or 

whatever Dam with any infrastructure project come to the market raise this money from the financial 

consumer, this would be a test of how people believe not only a test of how people believe in the goodness 

of an instrument that they bring to the market, you would know of angrorupia. Angrorupia Shan ki 



advertisement and now-a-days KESC has come out with Azim certificate. They won a raise above four 

billion rupees. Angrorupia or Angro Corporation raised about six billion rupees from the market. These 

were the kind of instruments first time tested where these corporations taped the market, the challenge or 

the biggest drawback of when the Government starts raising money from the banks if I am a banker, I am 

more willing to lend it to the Government because I consider that lending it to Government is more securer. 

Although there is nothing securer with the Government of Pakistan in any more. If you would know the 

IPPs have written to the Government of Pakistan for in cashing the financial guarantee so there is nothing 

known as sovereign. Coming down to how even the pricing of the interest rate could become more efficient 

and more democratic. I continue to emphasize in more democratic. Right now the Government of Pakistan 

needs money and here are the bankers who are giving a certain price at what level they can offer to the 

Government. Since 90% of the credit is being taken by the Government and the bankers get the kind of 

interest rate that they ask. It is just not allowing rate to go down but when the Government would come to 

the market with an instrument. It will be the consumer who prices the interest rate. With every day the 

instrument being listed, I believe that it would just lead to some reduction in the level of interest rate. So, 

this is another drawback. Higher interest rate, kind of inroads the possibility of private enterprises to get the 

benefit from because there is kind force to pay the same level of interest on which the Government is taking 

the loans. I think we can price the interest rate much better and much lower if we continue to come to the 

market and lower interest in lower cost of borrowing would mean better opportunities for the utilization of 

the same cash for the growth perspectives. 

 Madam Speaker: Mr. Usama sahib. 

 Mr. Usama Mehmood: As you stated Indian model and overall world exposure about the 

economic reforms but my concern is regarding my society. As we all know that innovation in our society is 

not promoted by our policy makers, what was the reason behind that. The other question is as you say that 

Meiruti Suzuki and Hero Honda is a good model to promote national and their independency, what was the 

reason why our policy makers are not promoted this our country and how we can overcome this? 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed: That is a big challenge. Although I think the way that I came because I was 

requested by Aasia, one of the thing is we need to continue. Probably our policy makers are not aware of 

the benefits of market because obviously they always grew up with the culture of having no faith in the 

ability of the markets, with the culture of having no faith in the market. We are led by our thinking instead 

of really thinking how as to markets can enable our economy to grow. I wish and hope and I everyday go 

day in day out continue to go to these makers and ask say for example Pakistan Telecom. Authority that 

why are you making mobilings, telenors or China mobile get listed. You know these are people who are 

earning their profitability from this nation, from these very financial consumers. Lets do it but nobody is 

willing to do this. I mean this is how much you can benefit of the market. I wish that they realize that this is 

such a fundamental way of ensuring that the shareholders benefit. 

 Madam Speaker: Mohterma Anam Sahiba. 

 Mohterma Anam: Thanking you so much for the information you have given us. My question is 

that you stressed on the Indian market but they play on their strength. When we see there is a close cultural 

stream between the western countries and India but when we think about our economy, we cannot choose 



such things like we talk about IPA, the major entreat about IPA because it is being hired sponsors or 

everything they are sponsoring the actors, if the actors were there, the IPA would not have been as 

successful as it is right now. Secondly they benefit a lot from the Bollywood as you know that. So, now the 

problem is when we concerned Pakistan, we have so many reservations. We cannot do entertainments 

solely because of the cultural restrictions so when we come to that what do you propose for Pakistan how 

can we succeed in future and benefit the market. Thank you so much. 

 Madam Speaker: Yes please. 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed: Look and I don’t know it can address your question regarding culture as openly 

or otherwise but let me tell you. The challenges for Indian policy makers for the nation are as clever as 

horse. Do you think that their judiciary is not corrupt? Do you think that their bureaucracy is not corrupt? 

One of the Ministers has been held right now for wrongful licenses of the telecom, 3G licences. Do you 

think that their infrastructure you go for physical structure, the roads, ports and etc., are much better, the 

kind of delay is that the Indian’s Industry suffers whenever their exporting and whenever they are 

importing. The challenges are far graver or for words then what we are. But when thing that has continued 

to take place in India is over the period of time, the private sector or the wealth created that that have 

continued to kind of isolate the Government and become more and more innovative. They have times when 

India used to be as known as a license torch. Whatever you would do, you would need to go to the 

government to get a license form is not it, creating a steel manufacturing plant or a coal exploration plant or 

whatever but when your economy becomes knowledge economy did or does establishing an IT or BPO 

entity did it require license from the government, no, you know the industry innovated itself, what it did? 

You know they just brought in youngster etc., and got the contracts for back office processing, brought in 

individuals who could speak good English etc. and as people outside learnt to deal with India, they found 

that the Indian partners were better, more efficient etc., they started doing more business, in a way what I 

am saying that yes, the government can help in unleash the process of innovation but private sector can also 

innovate itself and this can happen but for anything to be done but I think that the policy makers need to 

realize that there is something that they need to leave alone and there is something they need to regulate 

more and more effectively, I think this is some fundamental difference that I continue to emphasize on.  

The pace of our economy has to get broadened enough, we need to be in more industrial sectors, in more 

innovative sectors as compared to where we are. We produce 12 billion, have you ever heard of our IT 

companies doing as good business as what it is. Just yesterday I got an E-mail TATA consultancy service, 

one quarter earning was worth 10 billion US dollars, one quarter – 3 months 10 billion US$ of earning of 

TATA consultancy visit. Last month we had a visitor from Bombay Stock Exchange and he told that 

companies like Goldman Saks, companies like Bank of America etc., they are setting their accounting 

office in India now. The chartered Accountants, the ACCAs that they are producing now are getting job to 

work on something related to balance sheet while sitting in India working and getting job. This is how we 

need to create link and that is where I come down, although they say as sensitive a topic of our good 

relationship with nations abroad. We can and seen fighting and creating an enemy for 60 years and now 

creating an enemy with which we are a partners in war on terror, there has to be some common rational, 

you know we need get benefit of our association of working with the other nations so that it creates more 



job opportunities domestically. If we isolate, we fight everybody, if somebody is an enemy now was earlier 

is an enemy now, we would not go further, ok, this is all. 

 Madam Speaker: Mr. Umair Farooq sahib. This is last question. 

 Mr. Umair Farooq: Thank you Madam Speaker and thank you for your coming and enlightening 

us with this knowledge. My question is about the consumers’ market. You have said that they are the 

consumers who decide the fate of the market. They are there to decide the cost and quality of goods. In 

Pakistan we have seen that people are more oriented towards the Chinese good because of their being 

cheaper. We have also seen that there are number of Chinese good which come in Pakistan without any 

brand. The issue with these goods is that they come in large number and they are affecting the economy but 

they don’t even have a brand registered in China. How are we going to enlist them in the Stock Exchange 

in Pakistan and how are we going to put them as a contributor in our economy? 

 Mr. Aftab Ahmed: Ok, good question because it just makes me talk about the myth. What he said? 

He said that China can send anything, sometime standard, sometime non standard, sometime brand, 

sometime non branded, is not it? Everybody knows. Did we need a most favourd nation statistics to allow 

by emaphin with another country is such an issue and where Chinese good is just flooding our market. 

When there is an economic relationship, one country is open.  I in my life have not seen a hacker chip of 

any country other than China. Yet we export 12 billion dollars with the fixed time. This is how long and 

how open relationship that we have with one country but when it comes to another neighbours there is 

emaphyine or whatever it is, we need to be very open in order to create job in the domestic industry for you 

guys until and unless we don’t open our economy and treat everybody as fairly as we ought to, yes, we 

need to protect our national interest, we need to really insured just the way that the Americans are insuring 

or protecting themselves for their interest, when few years ago DP world, do you know DP world; is a  

UAEs port management company, few years ago DP world won the auction of managing couple of critical 

ports in American including the New York, including Baltimore etc. but as soon as they realized that one 

foreign nation or UAE based company would now manage our critical ports, they went to the congress and 

passed a law and declared some industries or some sectors of economy to be out of reach for the foreigners. 

This is what we could do. The industrial sectors which is a critical for our national security, man, just you 

regulate, just make them out of reach for anything else, do it, one. The second part of your question was 

listing etc., the Chinese companies again, yes, this is something that we continue to believe in that anybody, 

any company, any foreign company which is doing business, here part to share the benefit of the 

profitability that they are earning from Pakistan, the better share that profitability with our shareholder, 

with our nation, this is what I continue to believe. 

 Madam Speaker: With this we come to an end of our session. Thank you so much for your time 

and presence here. 

(Clapping) 

 Madam Speaker: The session is adjourned now for lunch break. 

[The House re-assembled after lunch break] 



 Madam Speaker: Now we take the resolution. Mohterma Shaheera Jalil Abbasi sahiba, Mr. 

Muhammad Amir Khan Khichi, Mr. Umar Raza, Mr. Atiq-ur-Rehman and Mr. Kashif Yousaf Badar would 

like to move the resolution. I would ask Miss Shaheera Jalil Abbasi to kindly read out the resolution. 

 An honourable Member: Mam, can I? 

 Madam Speaker: Right. 

 An honourable Member: Mam, actually this day was supposed to be for the Private Members’ 

Bill, time and again we were told that the 5th day of the Youth Parliament will be specified for the Bills 

which are coming. 

 Madam Speaker: Yes, I understand but I think it is need of the hour to talk on the democratic 

process. 

 An honourable Member: It is working very well. Supreme Court is in power. 

 Madam Speaker: We can discuss this. There is no harm in it. Right, thank you. Yes, Shaheera 

Jalil. 

 Miss Shaheera Jalil: I try to keep it precise and brief. I read out the resolution:- 

“This House is of the opinion that non democratic practices should be discouraged and derailing the 

democratic setup should be condemned by all.” 

Madam Speaker! We actually talking about the overall context of Pakistan and not of a particular 

House because it is very much needed that in order for democracy to prevail in Pakistan because we have 

seen the process of democracy being needed time and again, so it is the need of the hour, basically, I 

understand the significance of the democratic process and governments and we let the democratic 

governments complete the tenure, bring constructive policies, and obviously criticism should be there for 

the sake of better policies i.e., very much needed and the importance of criticism in policies cannot be 

denied but the dignity of the House should be maintained. Madam Speaker! Just on concluding note being 

very quick, 

 we had an incident in the Punjab Assembly, it is a very bad representation of the very ا^[\ ]YZ دن VہTے 

name of the Assembly   ںZہ \Tbcdا YZeارا YZ[اgh iرjcہ gk ںZl \Tbcdب اjnoV ہe ،ے[gk ge ےsdدو uvوہ ا

س ہjؤس  e\ اgVزd sbcl Y{vے ]Zl gں zے اoV\ ا  ZTxyit was a very bad representation all of a suddenں 

  e j]ygVہ 

do you think it is anyhow possible, this thing can any how be replicated in our Parliament and she said, no, 

not all because we are educated people and I think we should stick with the spirit of being educated 

parliamentarians. Thank you.  

 Madam Speaker: Now Muhammad Amir Khan Khichi sahib. 

  \�]e نjh slj� �c�l بjok : ںjہv ںZl ڈم۔Zl ہvs��democracy   ےefloor  j� وںse تj^ sVے اوe

  orderہg]\ ہے eہ gk ہ� zے   �Zkdemocratic set up   \espiritے eہ �k �Zy �eٹ� �z ��jے ^�e jvjہ vہ 

 \�ge sV ہ�k \e اس s۔ ا�jZ� jZe �c� رًاg� sVے اوe اس jvدdictatorship   \�ge sV ہ�k \e اس ،\[gہ

 \[gٹ ہoczرg� g[definitely Supreme Court   ےeorder   gk سjV رےjcہ ہe ہ ہےv اsdے۔ دو[jk ےzjl ہz

democratic set up   ل ہےj�l \e \e اسsuccess   \estory  ہ �پe ہ ہےv  ںZے ہ�]�vد��ہ د \TہV ہeconsensus  



 �[jd ےeseventh NFC Award   uvا se ٹ�Z^ �l ےz ںg^g� مjc[ ںZl �k jv�agreement   jZe  gk مjc[ ہe

shares   ںZl uTl ہ اسe ںZہ�ے ہjy ہ� sے � وہ ا�e ں۔ اسZے ہ�vد ge ےsdدو uvٹ[ے اeا �d ں ہ�Zہrule of 

law   ںZl uTl اس ، gہjustice   gں ہZl uTl اس ،supremacy of Constitution   je ں اداروںZl uTl اس ، gہ

 gام ہsں ا��Zl uTl اس ،intolerance   jv gہ Y{vزgVہے اjy ge مjc[ ہ�g[ gہ ��htreasury benches   ge �d ہ�  gہ

�Zkے eہ j  �eہ�j ہgں^jت jy \zse ��hrelated  y jzseہZے۔  Zlں اس ہjؤس dے   intoleranceاeٹ[ے ہv se gہ 

�je¡ہ zہZں   eundemocratic movementہ ہ� z ��j� \]^ \�eے �sZlOpposition Leader   jvjlsے s��lم 

ادا gb£l gepositive role  jZeط zseے Zlں   democratic set upاس ہjؤس Zlںاور VہTے ^[\ اzہgں zے  ^Zoں �ے

se]ے ہZں۔   initiative   gewelcomeہ� ان eے اس  رہZں �ے۔ jZe ہے eہ ہ� pledge  �[jdاور ��ے ^[\ zے  ہے

  ��vsہ۔

 Madam Speaker: Mr. Umar Raza Sahib. 

   j¤ر sc� بjok :ڈمZl !ہے jZe ¥vرgہck ؟Democracy is the form of Government; the Government 

is for people, by the people and of the people. e ےc[jh ےe ¥vرgہck ہے j[jk ا�vsh ge ںg�g§ ےZ§ اور ے

vہ ckہgرe ¥vے �Zl ªں zہZں ہ�T^ \[gہ ہsاjdں j[jk jZe ہے۔ ckہgرe ¥vے h ف jd gkزش jk \e]\ ہے 

�Zkے eہ �V[Tے دgzں ہjcرے V\ ا�v راkہ ��ol ��j»� ہ�gے ، ان  اdے zse ��hے eے §Zے jk \e]\ ہے۔

e se �«�ol ge ��jے jb[ ge uTlہ\ eے دہzjے sV ده�e �Zہ ہ� zے راkہ �eے h ف اgVزe je Y{vہjo ہے 

اور ان eے j[se ہgں gZeں eہ وہ اck uvہgرi وزsv ا�� ہZں   disagree۔ Zlں اgVزe Y{v\ اس ^jت dے دjv ہے

ان eے §Zے ا¯jbل je اj[se ®ZV s�� uv ہgں gk اzہgں zے اoVے  h ف jdزش ckہgرe ¥vے h ف jdزش ہے۔

  eہej][ jہ gkgzاgzں eے §Zے 

  ]j^ i�oد d �§j«lے zہ �[sbا اے �°jب

  vہ ]�Ty g\ ہے ]n[ے اوj�z اوڑاzے eے §Zے

 Madam Speaker: Thank you. Now Atiq-ur-Rehman sahib. Not present. Then Mr. Kashif Yousaf 

Badar sahib. 

 eas aہ ہZcں jy joہgں �vs�� jہ Zlڈم۔ Z[j^ \�jeں ہ�y g\ ہZں  اور Zlں vہ eہ: jokب �dgv ��je ^�ر  

Youth   ےZہjy \ovہ دkg[ فs² \e ںgZls�sd sZc�[ ے�gے ہ[se ��h ge تjv³ رواT´ \e ڈروںZ§ \lg¯ ےoVا

  way۔ sZlا ]��zgy ªTہ g�§jZdٹ dے ہے اس §Zے ذرا �s�jاzہ اور ckہgرi اداروں gb£l geط jy jzseہZے

  dے ^jت seوں �j۔

  ہ� ^[\ z ��jhہZں ]»�ہ دار dے

  ہ� ^[\ g¡olر ہZں eہہ دو ا´jZر dے

ge رات isZه�zاس ا  ge تj^ \e ·zڈvsرس ٹjہ  

j�zjk ںZہz ںZl ،j�zjl ںZہz ںZl  

  ]� zے §gٹj ہے دو دن  اور رات ہjcرا g�dن

  اب zہ ہ� Vہ Tyے �c[ jہjرا ��gں

  jyرہ �Zl sں ]cہZں s² �eح dے eہgں



j�zjk ںZہz ںZl j�zjl ںZہz ںZl  

  ^ہ¥ ��vsہ۔

 Madam Speaker: Thank you very much. Yes, Hamad Malik sahib. 



 uTl دjc� �c�l بjok:  \]yے ^ہ¥ اd فs² \e ¥�jck انsc��resolution   ںZl ہے۔ \º� \e ®ZV

 ��§j^ ےd تj^ \e انagree   ںgہ j[se \�ge رتg� \�e ہenon-democratic process   ے اورZہjy jzgں ہZہz

 \]^ \]be ٹ��dderail  ے۔Zہjy jzgں ہZہzs�Zxd ڈمZl ! \e ¥lg�� ہے وہjy ge \رٹjV sں ہZl ٹoczرg� \]^ \�e

دوgzں j��ejV geن e \¯s[ \eے §Zے اª� joV و seدار ادا jzse ہj�g۔ ہ� zے ^[\ ہے jyہے وہ اgVزe Y{v\ ہے 

 ·Z§ �T�l �k اgہ jysy ڑا^ \]^ sV iاور ٹ\ وjZ§ ��vل ^ہ¥ ہ\) ن(دjd YZ[ ے دوTہV ےz friendly Opposition  

jZe دار اداse je ں اسZl تj^ sہ \oVا اور اب وہ اgن ہj¡°z u[ �� \�je ge uTl je اس g[friendship   geregret  

]ejہ اuv ^ہ¥ ¤sورZy i¼ ہے ہstrong   jzg۔ e \¯s[ \e uTl \]^ \�eے §Zے اgVزse je Y{v]ے V[s]ے ہZں

�l \½T´ \�ge \e ¥lg�� Y{vزgVا \]^ �k ےZ§ ےe ےz¾ sV ¥dراہ را ge ¥lg�� وہ g[ ہے \[se سg�

اs² \dح �e\ ^[\ Zl uTlں  اس e\ ]se �Z°o]\ ہے  اس §Zے اgVز�je \]^ ge Y{v\ ا¯�اjlت اٹ[zjے Vڑ]ے ہZں۔

democracy strong   \� gے ہ�jk jvڑ دg]y مj�§ ے^ ge ¼Zy \]^ \�e sہ ا�zوہ ور g[dictatorship   gہ �v�b[ ںZl

 \[jk۔ہے  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� رj¯و �c�l بjok ہ ۔vs��  

 Youthہg¯ \¯j^frustrated   se gم s² \eح Zlں ^[\ d ¥djZd \e uTlے : jokب �c�l  و¯jر  

Parliament   sV ںjہv Y�Z§ j� ےTl ¿¯gl je ےo]�Zd ge  ا¯�ار iرgہck sV ںjہv �vj� ،ںgہ jv� ںZl  sZ´ ��e

 se ��vد ge ا¯�ار iرgہck ے]nl اgس ہgا�� \�je \�ge \]^ �k ہe j� ںgہjy joہe ہv ںZl اورconstructive  

 Z[g¯Chiefں ر�dے Zlں ���j ہjk g]\ ہZں۔ Zlں vہjں zse sVے j^ \eرi �]\ ہے ]jeperform   jvdeliver   \Àol gم 

Justice   \eexample  د se رj�zے اd ےo�]k ے ��ےe ¥¯ن وg�s� sے ہz ںgہok j� ںgہjy jovہے۔د jv  

 An Honourable Member: Point of order Mam, can respectable member explain the undemocratic 

institution? 

 Madam Speaker: Let him speak. 

ckہgرi ا¯�ار z  \eہZں jk jZe رہZl ،jں �sف ´address  sZاس ہjؤس Zlں jok:  ge \�eب �c�l  و¯jر  

jاس ہ gk ںgہ jرہ se تj^ ےz sbcl sے ہe ؤسnote   ںZl �k ،\� ںgہ \ehorse trading   ںZl رتg� \e

§vse Y�Zں   playرول ^j§��  اj]y اور وہ اjoVاgVزje Y{v رول ^j§�� ہے  v¼Zy \�jeں ckہgرZl ¥vں ��lj ہZں۔

  j�§ \�eظ dے ^sدا�¥ zہZں �jk \eے �\۔  jVinterferenceرٹ\ eے ا�zر 

  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl : \k ہ۔vs۔����j� isl ¼vsb[  

  isl ¼vsb[ بjok : ہv ۔s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs��resolution   Y�Z§ ہے \]yا iڑ^ g[ I would not call it a 

very timely resolution.   رےjcہ g[ uvاPrivate Member Bills   ہے ��jٹ gk je \�je ےd ہkو \e وہ اس waste 

اور   �zgZedemocratic practicesہ vہjں j^ sVت º� \e\ ہے eہ   Y�Z§ I would second the resolution  ہgا ہے 

democratic system   gederail   uTl ےoVہ� ا sں، ا�jہ ہe j� ںgہe ہv ںZl g[ ےTہV ےd �d  ے۔Zہjy jzse ںZہz

ہgا   derailہgا ہے۔ اuv د��ہ zہZں ^�Tہ jyر د��ہ   v derailہjں   j��ejV g[democratic systemن j^ \eت se]ے ہZں 

 ,we should stick by the democratic practices اس dے ہZcں jy jo]�Zd ªbdہZے  that is a different storyہے 

that is fair enough  jZe Y�Z§democracy   ںZlcriticism   ںZl لjZh ےsZl ۔ \[gں ہZہz زتjkا \edemocracy  



 eOpposition   jecriticism or even a  member from the treasury can\ اjkزت ہg]\ ہے اور   Zlcriticismں 

criticism their own party and it is right of every individual  sV ںjہv تj^ isdدوhorse trading  jk \ہe \e

گ ^�oے وا§\ ہے۔ sZlا jZhل zہZں ہے eہ vہjں o�k sVے ^[\ §Youth  gرہ\ ہے ]sZl gا jZhل zہZں ہے eہ 

zے vہjں j^ sVت   honourable colleagueہZں  وہ ^�oے jv ہjرس ٹvsڈe ·z\ زد Zlں s² �k jvح sZlے  gkglد

  ۔e \eہ ا�ge j�v\ ہے

But then I would again congratulate the movers for bringing this resolution, but I would request them that 

 \�vہ  �پ ا�o�� sہ ا�eresolution   ےsZl g[ ںZ�� ے §ےd ¥bdjol \e ¿¯gl وہ sے ا�e se \zj^sہl g[ ںZہjy jz¾

  jZhل Zlں زjvدہ ^ہ�s ہj� g۔

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� دgc�l ہljdب اjok ہے ۔ uZ]ے۔ ٹZnZe تj^ s¡�«l \k  

Zlڈم ckہgرe  ¥vے §Zے �ج vہjں ہgkgl sbcl sد ہے  اور  ��vsہ ls��lہ s�Zxd۔: jokب اljdہ gc�lد  

k je ¥vرgہck ، ¥vرgہcslogan  ن زد ہے۔j^ں  زZl uTl ہ اسe اہ ہےg� Ävرj[ \e uTl jo�e je ¥vslا

influence   ¥vرgہck د��ہ \o�e ہے اور jرہ derail  \�gہ je ں رہ\ اور اداروںZ�lg�� iرgہck لjd ۔ دو ، دو

jbl geرjbeد ZlYouth Parliament   j[se u{ZVں اس  اس j¡°z jeن �zے وا§\ gT�zں ]s^ uدا�¥ V jzseڑ رہj ہے۔

^ڑd \^jZlje iے �y رہے ہZں، vہ ہjcرے §Zے   Prime Minister sahibہgں eہ �ج ]s�Zا Y{Zd ہے اور ہjcرے 

   sVOpposition Leader ^[\ Zlں   developmental role۔ اgVزb�z \e Y{v¥ ]�Z°o اور j^ \eت ہے   honour^ڑے 

 gecredit  ںgہ j[se ®ZV ہe ہے۔ YZ��[ �^j¯ \�je \]^ رول je ان  \e Y{vزgVف  اs� ہz ہe ںgہ j[se �Zlں اZl

 j� ے�jk jZe ںZہz مje j�vا \]^ \�ge ےd فs² ge ¥vرgہck ےd �kderail   \zjدہ YZ°v ںZl ے۔�d jk jZe

  ��vsہ۔۔ �jk jZeے �jeappreciate  jم اور ان seprogressive   ge �Z°o[ \eا]j ہgں eہ ہjcرs² iف dے 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ہ۔vs�� ¥ہ^   

Now I call the Leader of the Opposition. 

Zl �kں ��lg¥ اZ¡«� \oV¥ و ]}»Zl  Åڈم s�Zxd، اgVزY{v وہ ��oZہ ہے : jokب ¯��j �¼ب ا�h ف  

 Y{vزgVا \o�k ہe ہے YZ°v sV تj^ ا اسsZl ہے۔ \�]�vد gestrong   \� gہ jo[اdemocratic system strong   j� gہ

 ge Y{vزgVاور اsmooth working   gk ge ¥vرgہck ہej[ ے�jk iے دzsethird force derail   ےZ§ ےe ےzse

 we the members ofدj�v ہgں eہ   geassurance اس ^jت jk�youth   \e]\ ہے اdے ^jز ر�d jk j]eے۔ Zlں 

Youth Parliament work in that environment also.  ہ� اسenvironment   ںZے ہ[se مje ںZl \�e ںZl �k ہe

third force   \e  ¼Zy \�e \e حs² اس jv jz� jeinterference exist  \[se ںZہz \۔ہ We don’t have to deal with 

the Army  ge ٹ��d ےe se ڑgk ں �ٹ�Zl �V� ےz ںgzان دو \�vseروgZ^ اور  \lہ  �رe ںgZederail   ہے۔ jZe

zseے eے §Zے Zeے �ºے ہZں وہ �j�d �^j¯ �d® ہZں اور   strengthen\ ا¯�اjlت ckہgرge ¥v و�zsہ o�kے ^[

eے ^jرے Zlں �e\ اs� uvد zے �T¡Zہ zہZں   jy jzsedemocratic or non democraticہZے۔  vہ   appreciateاzہZں 

اس eے ا�zر ^jت  jzse The House is open ہے  eہ ck \ls�sd \�zgeہgرi ہے اور ck sZ´ \�zgeہgرi ہے۔

 .isZc�[ it would never be in undemocratic way ہcriticism j� gہg �\ اور 

 s�Zxd ڈمZl :ہے۔ uZ]۔ ٹ��j� ا�� svوز \k ں �ے۔vse بj½h ��j� ا�� svاب وز  



We have time constraints. I cannot give floor to others as it was said by your side that this or that thing has 

not come timely. I have so many names here therefore, I cannot call out everybody. I would request Mr. 

Prime Minister to kindly address the House. 

ں اoVے eہ ہsVZc ^� ا]e joہjy joہgں �Zlresolution   jڈم b�j�  s�Zxdہ ، Zlں اس : jokب وزsv ا��  

d �kے Zl uTlں ckہgرe ¥vے �sوغ eے §Zے ، ckہgرe ¥vg°[ \e ¥vے §Zے ا�vے ا¯�اjlت zseے jyہZZں 

democracy flourish   اور gہinstitutions develop   ے�Zk  ےd ہkو \e ںgvور¼ce iرjcہ gk ں اورgہLeader 

of the Opposition   uvہ اe jہe ےzthird party/agency/Army General  ہے \�Tl iور¼ce \�vا ge  ےd �k

 ge ¥vرgہckderail  ہے۔ j[jk jZe  

 Madam Speaker: Please don’t undermine the House.    

(At this stage there were many voices and resultantly the members of the Opposition went on protest) 

ہg]\ ہZں وہ   third partiesں �sض se رہe j][ jہ Zl gkڈم �Zk s�Zxdے eہ jok :Zlب وزsv ا��  

اse \oV]\ ہZں اور اdے shاب se]\ ہZں۔ ہZcں ckہgرe ¥vے �sوغ eے §Zے   ckinterfereہgرjz iم Zlں 

 \�ge ےd �k ےZہjy ےzse تjlے ا¯�ا�vں اZcے اور ہZہjy jzse ��h ge ںgZہj[ge ں اورgvور¼cethird 

element  d j]ہ اٹz ہ��j� ge �Z°o[ ¥b�l ںZcہے ۔ ہ \[gہ ہoZ�� uvا g[ Y{vزgVے اZ§ ےe ٹoczرg� ے۔� support  

gk ^[\ �Z§jV\ دjy jovہ�\   seYouth Government]ے ہZں،  ہ� ]g اoZ�� joVہ دjy jo]�vہ�ے ہZں اZ§ \dے ہjcرv iہ 

 sV ڈZ�jd isdز دوsbcl دہgy اور اور sV ڈZ�jd اس sbcl �Z§jy u� رے ^ےjcں ہے ہgہ uvہ� اmotion   ے§

 \e ہ انej[ ں �ےZ�� serecommendations   ںZl اس geincorporate  ے۔�d jk jZe  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl : ہ۔vs��  

I would request two of the Ministers to go and take the Opposition members back. 

eہ s² �kح jy �Z°o[ ¥b�lہgں �Zl  jں اس ^jرے Zlں اور ^jت Zl !jzseڈم jok : s�Zxdب وزsv ا��  

 �k ،motion on Human Rights ہjcرا j^ \eت º� \e\۔ اس ہjؤس Zlں اZl Y{Zd \dں ��e و��ے Zeے �ºے 

Policy  j][ jz� sV iرjcہ ،policy statement   \][ \z�g[  ےz ڈرZ§ Y{vزgVا jZe و��ہ uvوہ  ا u[ ےn^ ہ دسe

 \oVاrecommendations  ںZوا�se ¿ck  ےsZl ،ے�respected Ministers   ے رہے[se رj�zا u[ ےn^ رات دو

\�gں ہZہz لg�gl \]^ رشjÀd uvے اd فs² \e ان Y�Z§s�Zxd ڈمZl ۔ ! \e وغs� ےe ¥vرgہck ہ� g[ ے�vو

 \e ہے اس \�gہ \�§ svg¡[ \e ��j¯ ےoljd ہe ںgہ j[se ٰigد� je تj^ ں اسZl انgvں اس اZl ں۔Zے ہ[se ںZ[j^

[ ��e ں اور  اسZں ہZں اور �رزو�Z�jocyouth   ��e ےd expectations    ا¯�ار اور iرgہck sZ´ ہ� ان sں ا�Zہ

 ge تjvرواpromote  ۔j� ں رہےZہz قs� ��e ںZl ںg�g§ ے�gٹ[ے ہZ^ ںZl ںgzاgvں اور ا�� اZl ہ� g[ ں �ےvse  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ہ۔vs�� ¥ں   ^ہZے ہ[jk Êے رZ§ ےe ٹol ËzjV ہ� \]^ان ^[\ � اsbcl ےe Y{vزgVہ اej[

s]V g[ ں �]ےZہz وہ sں �ے ۔ ا�Z�jkwe will go ahead. 

  sbcl ز¼�l : ہv s�Zxd ڈمZlresolution   \�jeimportance   ¿¯glge انgvرے اgV پ اس� sہے ا� \�]eر

  دvں eہ وہ اس ^jت vseں ۔

 Madam Speaker: Please see, I understand it but what is going on, everybody is standing and 

saying the same thing. Leader of the Opposition and Leader of the House have made the speeches  



 jvدے د ¿¯gl ge YZ[ ے دوz ںZl ےd ںjہv اور I think that is more than enough. I have got so many names 

here اس �jk را دن �¼رgV حs²۔j� ت ہے ، �پ ذرا  ےj^ \e ےo]ncd ہvcooperate jZe ں۔vse  

  sbcl ز¼�l : ےoVان اsbcl ہej[ ہے jZ� jvے دZ§ اس ª� je ں ووٹZl  ؤسjں ہZl لjZh ےsZlviews   ge

access   ےoVے اe se لjc��dا je ے ووٹoVں، وہ اvseviews access   \d iڑg][ ،ںZے ہ��d setolerance   \zgہ

  jyہZے۔

 Madam Speaker: There are so many Ministers  

 .Zl ge Yk I did not let them speakں zے ^o§gے zہZں دjv۔

(Pause) 

 Madam Speaker: We could have gone for voting but 

  gVرا اgvان gkglد ہg[ g زjvدہ ^ہ�s ہj� g۔ k\ اgVزZ§ Y{vڈر ���j۔Zlں zے e j]ncd �djolہ 

jz gkم �پ eے jVس §�[ے �ºے ہZں اس ^jرے Zlں �پ dے �¼ارش se]j ہgں ! Zlڈم: ¯��j �¼ب ا�h ف  

 ª^j½l ےe پ �رڈر� ge ہ انeone by one   ںZ§ ے§and you should open the House for discussion. 

 Madam Speaker: Ok, fine. You know if I start taking all the names 

 gk ےe پ� g[Bills  Zں وہ � رہے ہsuffer  ں �ے۔gہ  

ہparty lines discuss   gوہ ^[\ ہZ�jk gں �ے۔ vہ ¯sار داد ^ہ¥ اہ� ہے۔ اس Zlں  : ¯��j �¼ب ا�h ف  

  Z�jkں �\۔

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� رgcZ[ \k  

  ��vsہ Zlڈم s�Zxd۔ : jokب ]gcZر �jہ  

Before I begin I apologize to the Chair for being harsh and disrespectful. 

s�Zxd ڈمZl !ں۔Z�jk \§ se ںZ[j^ �oy sV ںjہv g[ ہے jZ� �l ¿¯gl ںZcہ sا�  gk ےd ںjہv ہe ہ ہےv تj^resolution 

 ��the first thing is I want to propose is that I want to give an amendment to this resolution and\ ہے  

reverse and exchange substitute the word ‘democratic’ with ‘Unconstitutional’  ںZہz ¼Zy \�ge YZ�� وراjl

ہے اور �پ legal   \]^ ge۔ Zl YZ�� gkں Zy¼ §�[\ ہ�g\ ہے وہ jlورا ckہgرthere is nothing   ¥v ہjy \zgہZے

��e g ۔ اس j�eب eے ا�zر j�Vk ہے Zlں j^ \e ¼Zy �eت se رہj ہgں۔ jlورا ��z ¼Zy \�ge YZہZں ہjy \zgہZے

دوj^ isdت vہ ہے eہ T�Td �kہ ا]jo ��ے y  ہ\ �z  jZہZں ہے۔  undemocraticہے وہ legal   \�ge وہ §�[j ہے 

 horse۔ ا�s ہg رہ\ ہے  ehorse trading\ ہg رہ\ ہے۔ vہ ا§¼ام دjk jv رہj ہے eہ   v g[horse tradingہjں ^jت ہے 

trading   g[ رہ\ ہے gہMinistry trading  \]^ رہ\ ہے gہ  ge ں انZل رہے ہg^ ے�o^ gkportfolios   se دے

portfolio trading   ہe ںZہ�ے ہe ے ^�� �پe رہ\ ہے اور اس jk \ehorse trading   ہہe پ� sں۔ ا�Zرہے ہ se

  se رہے ہZں۔  seportfolio trading رہے ہZں ]s]V g �پ   horse tradingرہے ہZں eہ ہ� 

 Honourable Member: Madam, point of order. 

 Madam Speaker: It is not a point of order. 

eہ gVرے j��ejVن �Zkے eہ �jہsZہ zے ^jت resolution   \eدوj^ isdت vہ ہے eہ vہ : jokب ]gcZر �jہ  

��\ ہے۔ jlورا�ے ���ge YZ\ ا¯�ام zہZں ہjy jzgہZے Zl �kں �s² \eresolution   \kgف dے اsok uvل 

dictator   ںgZe ہTº�l je jzا jo[ے اz \�e ہے۔j[jk g³ ہT�l sV ہ� se � ہ�o^ \�ge ےd sہj^ ںZl �k ،ںZے ہ[jk �



 jvjo^ We should be with the institution, we should not be with the individual, we should be with the ہgا ہے؟ 

Chair.   g[ ہے j[se تj^ \�ge ےd ںZl ہ� sا�� ge اس j[se تj^ \�ge ےd ںZl پ� sں۔ ا�Zے ہ�vہہ دe \´j^ پ

  ہے ]g اdے �پ �e �vsہ�ے ہZں �zgZeہ وہ �پ eے jd]� ہے۔ vہ ^jت ´³T ہے۔

۔ ا�v sہ ہjؤس اjkزت ¾jyjzہ�j ہgں   Zlamendmentں اس ہjؤس e\ اjkزت dے ! Zlڈم b�j� s�Zxdہ  

 ”v g[“non democratic practices” should be replaced with “unconstitutional practicesہ  ا§jÀظ  o�v\ دj�v ہے 

 s�Zxd ڈمZl ہ �¼ارش ہے ۔v isZl ! ہ� u� ہ   ^ےe ہے jn�§ہ اv isZl ں  اورgہ jہ�jy jzse ہv ںZl تj^ ish�

§Y�Z ہjcرi اZ�Z� uv¥ ہے اس jZh jeل رe[jy joہZے۔ اس �e ¥Z�Zے jd]� ہZcں ^sا^je is   ]��اد Zlں �e ہZں

¿¯gl  ںZے ہ[se �Z°o[ sV \�e ہ� sے اور ا��jk jvد \]^ ےdا g[accept   \½T´ ہv ر�zے اe ہ اسe ےZہjy jzse

  gkglد ہے۔

 Madam Speaker: Alright. Yes, Gohar Zaman sahib. 

��vsہ Zlڈم s�Zxd۔ اgvان  Zlں ^�l¼�\ ہzgے Í�l sVرت j[se ہgں اور jok : ��e isZlب �gہs زjlن  

reservations   ںgہ j�]eر ªT�[ ےd \رٹjV gZT^ ںZl ہ�zgZe ںZہ s]V isZl Y�Z§ ں ہےZہz ےd Y{vزgVا ªT�[ اsZl ،

 \]^reservations   ge Yk ںZہaddress  ۔j[jk jZe ںZہz  ہ�zgy ج�Bills   jeday   j][ ge تj^ ں اسZl ےTہV ےd اس

mention   ںgہ jہ�jy jzseےd ہ اسe ہے \[jk iد Ävرj[ uvں اZcہ ہe  ے �پTہVlegislative business submit  

اس g¡¯ jZe jeر ہے eہ وہ   ewithin the dateے §Zے jeم j[se ہے   selegislative businessا�Zں Å«� gk اس 

�   resolutionاور وہjں sV اuv اور  j[se ہے   decideرات ge  اور �ish دن ا�o^ uvہvہjں se ¿ck sVوا]j ہے 

 human rights and ، �پ ^�Z�jں dےz ªT�[ \�geہZں ہtopics   j[gاس e Y{Zdے   jk  je �ktotally]\ ہے

budgetary reforms   اسresolution  ں۔Zں ہjہe ر�zے اe  

^[\ ہjy jzgہZے۔ ا�s ہ� j� \�Tl¾ت eے isZlconsensus   ®ZV دوj^ isdت vہ ہے eہ jVرٹ\ eے ا�zر   

g[ ںvse تj^ \e ¥vرgہck sz )  bZe uvں اZے ہ[jls� se اٹ� sbcl ےe ٹo ہ �پeYouth Parliament   ر�zے اe

eے jes�l jZeت ][ے اور اس e\ ا]resolution    \oہZcں gT�lم  ہjy jzgہZے eہ ،)؟اس gZe sVں ^jت se رہے ہZں

g رہ\ ہ  vhorse tradingہjں ge sVن Zl! \dڈم  ۔  ںvidentify Z[jk \eہjں v¼Zy  sVں  vہ ؟jhص s¤ jZeورت ][\

eے  Zl !Assumptionsڈم ؟ ہg رہ\ ہے  eMinistry tradingہ geن Z� \dں اور اgVزY{v وا§ے ^[\ vہjں j�^ sV ؟ہے

sV زjvدہ jeم  z gelegislative businessہZں §jk jZ رہe �k jہ  jk !Bills رہj ہے۔ Zlڈم jetime waste jZe اوsV ہjؤس 

  ]j ہے۔jeم ہj[jk jZeimportant g ہے اور vہ ^ہ¥ 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� چgT^ �Znz بjok \k ہ۔vs��  

I am giving one minute to each one of you. Please be specific. 

ہjؤس Zlں gk ہgا Zlں اس eے §Zے ¯½�Í�l jًرت ghاں zہZں ہgں اور zہ ہ\ ! Zlڈم: jokب gT^ �Znzچ  

¾�\   resolutionز^jن ہے۔ اس ہjؤس Zlں اd �d \e uvے ^ڑZy i¼ اس sZ´ \eت ہے، اس e\  اj�zن ہgں �j۔

 j][ اgہ jZ§ ںZl دjcے ا��]nl ےz \رٹjV isZl sV �k ہے \[jk sV ےd فs² \e Y{vزgVہ اz سgج ا��� Y�Z§

clearly   sV ے اسd فs² \e ٹoczرg� \ہ ہz رہ\ ہے اور gت ہj^clearly   ےd فs² ںgzرہ\ ہے۔ دو gت ہj^

Z§ �eے ¾�\ �º\ ہے۔ اس ہjؤس Zlں ^Zٹ[\   resolutionہے۔ Zlں ^�j]j ہgں eہ vہ دو´  jk \� y \�Z§jV رہ\ 

 uvے  اTہV دن �oy ےz Y{vزgVاno confidence motion against the Prime Minister move  \ہjy jzse  اور ہ�



 jZe ے را^½ہd ہe jہe ےz ںZl ، I will be the first man who support you.   ےTہV ےd �dj� ںg§g^ isZl ۔

e \�eے ا�zر ہz ¥cہZں ہe \�gہ وہ ^g§ے eہ Zlں zے  jVرٹ\ Zlں ^Zٹ[ے ہ�gے دس ^�oوں zے دZe ³«�dے

�ج وہ\ gljhش ہZں، §Zے   signatures۔ Zlں ا��gس eے e �[jdہ�j ہgں eہ g�g§ Ykں zے ہ� dے دZe ³«�dے ہZں

اور e[s �T رہj ہے۔ ان v geہ ^jت ^�jy \zjہZے ][\ وہ\ j^ se �]eت zہZں se رہے  اور ہjcرے اوjd sVرا z¼§ہ �

 nonاور vہ jy jzse  \�geہ�ے ہZں  eno confidence motion moveہ ہ�  e[   vہ ^jت ^�jy \zjہZے ][\ 

democratic, non constitutional matter   ں ہےZہz ہv ۔purely constitutional matter   ںZl \رٹjV \oVں اZl ہے۔

وہ ^[\ ��d seے ہZں۔ vہ   ?j��d se why they can’t ہgں   non confidence motion move ہg]ے ہ�gے

democratic process  ے۔Zہjy \]^ jzgہ ہv ہے اور  

 Madam Speaker: Thank you. 

 Mr. Najeebullah Baloch: No I want to continue for a minute. 

 Madam Speaker: You already have taken your time. 

gk je ¯�م   zno confidence motionے ZlOpposition   gkں vہ eہjy joہ�j ہgں eہ : jokب �Znz اgT^ Ðچ  

 �jk jZeotherwise I am notے   action   gedirectly condemnاٹj][ jvj] اور وہ اس ¤Zl Ycں ��Z ہº� g\ ہے اس 

going to support this resolution.  

 s�Zxd ڈمZl:  ہls��l \k�j� Ydgl ��zاb۔ہ  

  Ydgl ��zہ اls��l :s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs�� ےd ں �پZl  ےZ§ ےe ،\�§ ge ںg�g§ gk ،i¼Zc[�^ اس 

  se]\ ہgں۔  Zlsecondں ]gcZر j^ \eت ge  ۔Í�lرت ^z ��§jہZں seوں �\

 Madam Speaker: Please don’t take each other’s name and kindly address me. 

  ls��ll ��zہ ا�Y� : ےe Y{vزgVا sV ںjہvmembers ےe \رٹjV \�lg�� ے اورzmembers   \]^ ےz

§e Y�Zے §Zےs°lر jZ� jZe ][jeBills j اس و¯¥ �ge\ ]z uہZں ][e �kjہ �ج je دن  resolutionاول ]gاس ^jت e\۔

 \¯j^s]Vresolutions   isdں دوZl ے ][\۔Zہjy \zse تj^ sV Yk ںZہ \º� iد jں ہٹgZe ہv ں �\۔gہjy jzse ہv تj^

 g[resolution’s mover  \edisrespect  sV ںjہv ںZl ہے۔resolution’s mover Shaheera  ںgہok \� ںgہjy joZ§ مjzje

ہےeہ  edisrespectہہ رہ\ ہZں eہ j��ejVن j^ \eت jy \zseہZےvہ ]seoverall  gا�\ ہے، وہ zresolution moveے 

 se ہ اٹ��o^ uvاvرًا اg� دہjvے زd دے۔اسse وعs� jzse تj^ �[jdےe ٹocZ§رjV دم اس udisrespect  ہe ہ ہےv

]g ان se رہے ہZں   concern showہg[ \º� g ا�jV ��e sرٹ\ sbclز  اZldecide joVں  �kparty meeting اj^ uvت 

 \�vا sZÒ^ ے]ygV ےdresolution House   ںZlmove   اس \e \رٹjV ںZl ،ے�jk \eresolution   ��§j^ ge

oppose   ں �ےgرہے ہ ��vہ �پ دe ہ ہےv تj^ ے اہ�d �d ں۔gہ \[se ںgہ \eں §ڑZl ے وا��d \رٹjV gZT^ ہe

  jہe ےd sہl ے �ہ�z �k) ےz ںgہok \� ںg§ مjz ��§j^ ںjہv ںZl je �Znzno confidence motion   تj^ \§وا

\e ( ںZl  ہesign  iرjcہ ہoZ^je ہe ںgZe \� وںseconcern   ��§j^ ںZl ےZ§ اس ،\�od ںZہz  ge وں¼Zy ان

oppose  ں۔gہ \[se  

  sbcl ز¼�l :s�Zxd ڈمZl ! ےe se \zj^sہl ہvensure  ٹ[ے۔Z^ sV ٹZd \oVا sbcl sہ ہe ے�jk jZe  

  Y��l ��zہ اls��l : \�vا uvپ ا�  sا�resolution pass   ہ �پe ںZے ہ[seundemocratic acts   ںvse ہz

 g[v s]V ،ںZے ہ[se وعs� ےd ںjہe ہ  �پdemocracy  ں۔Zڑ]ے ہg[ دgh پ� g[ ےTہV ےd �d ge  



  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� Yا�� �Z�� بjok  

  Yا��  �Z�� بjok :s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs�� ! ہe ہے j�zjk \�ge sہ ہe j�Zkresolution   ،\º� \�¾ ںgZe

اس s²ف dے �Vڑ §jZ� jZ، �ج وہ\ jeن ہj]� ۔ �e اje uvن gz �dا§ے olہ dے e[j]ے ہZں d Êjzے zہZں e[j]ے

vہ و¯¥ jZ¤ jeع zہZں ]jZe g ہے، و�vے ہ� vہjں e uTl sVے §Zے اse jc]�  uv اس s²ف dے �Vڑ §jZ� jZ۔

۔ vہjں sV اس ¯j^ \e i�Zت se]ے ^jت۔ ہZcں jyہZے ][e jہ e uTl\ ]e \¯sے §Zے ¾��ہ ��c دovے ��ے ہZں

l ںgTZk ےd لjd دس gk  ںZے ہ[se لjZh Yہ رو�e ہے \�gh \]^ \e تj^ اس g[ ے]nl ہے۔ jڑ رہd ںZ

Zlں ان §g�gں jz jeم ڈا¾ okہZں �ج ]ol uہ zہZں §�j][ jZ� jvj۔ اس eے §Zے   zresolutionے vہjں sV اس  §g�gں 

gہ Êرjbl ge ںgZ�j]^ ےsZl۔  

 Mohterma---: Madam Speaker, point of order. Madam Speaker! You are chairing the House please 

see he is disregarding our honourable members and he is doing that directly. Is that not undemocratic then 

what is? 

jہe ےz اس‘jZ� jvj�§ ںZہz ہol’kindly he takes these words back. 

 Madam Speaker: This is very derogatory you must apologize for that. 

  Yا�� �Z�� بjok : ، ہے j[jk  y sہj^ se اٹ� svوز \�ge ہے j[se دل �kdecorum   لjZh \�ge je

  sZlے ا§jÀظ dے e \�e\ دل �زارi ہ�g\ ہے ]Zl gں د§\ Í�lرت j[se ہgں۔ zہZں رj[jk j]e۔ 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ں۔Z�jk ٹ�Z^ ۔ �پ��j� فsا� Y�� بjok  

۔ z szہZں �nl sVopposition   jeword jv[ے eہZں   resolutionاس !ٕ Zl s�Zxdڈم: jokب ��Y ا�sف  

z szہZں �jv۔ §��j ہے ان eے دل Zlں gy \�geر ہے اس   ewordے ^jرے Zlں nlYouth Parliament   \�ge[ے 

  §Zے �gر j�lر ہے ہZں۔

 Madam Speaker: You are not supposed to speak like that please. 

  jokفsا� Y�� ہ : بe ے�Zkrespected member Shaheera Jalil   ہv ہe jہe ےzresolution                            g[

  Zlں ^jت jy \zseہZے۔  º� \econtext\ ہے۔ ہZcں اgVgeneralize  \dرے j��ejVن eے§Zے 

  sbcl ز¼�l :s�Zxd ڈمZl ! ےsZl �vj�honourable  members  ہe ںZے ہº� لg]^  ںZl وعs� �k 

movers    g[ \][ \e تj^ ےz \رٹjV isZlz ge اس sV رg² ہ��j¯j^ ےendorse   فs² \e ت انj^ ۔ ابj][ jZe

Zlں zہZں �jk jZ§context   \º� \eے eہ وہ ^[\ اس و¯¥ اس   kindly noticeہ�g\ ہے۔ اس dstart   \]^ je ¼Zyے 

  ہے۔ refer  jZ� jZeاس ہjؤس ��j¯j^ geہ g²ر sV  ][\۔

  sbcl ز¼�l :s�Zxd ڈمZl ! ںgہ jہ رہjy  joہe ںZl ہے۔ jرہ jk jvjo^ ہzj{z رj^ رj^ je ¼Zy ے اس]nl ہ�zgy

 zOppositionہ �jk jZeے۔ دوj^ isdت Zlں   point outدe \][ iہ estatement   ge \�eہ Zlں zے VہTے vہ 

Leader   فs² \e نjZ^ ےe �e ےeconfession  jz¾ہ دkg[ فs² \e  ںgہ jہ�jy انgvز ا¼�l ے اسz ںgہzا gk

 \e حs² ے ^�� اسe ہ�o�� ہe j][ jZe ےoljd ےesurety   ہے \[jk iد ¼Zy \�ge \e حs²  ہ ا سemove   ںZہz

\� gہے۔ہ jZ� � قs� ںZl نj^ز \e ۔ �ج ان  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :��j� Y�� ں۔Z�jk ٹ�Z^ ہے �پ uZ]ں۔! ٹZ]eر iرjk تj^ \oVپ ا� 



 sا� Y�� بjokہ : فv ںZl رےj^ �kresolution   \dں اZl ہےcontext   ہ�ےe ہv ۔j� وںse تj^ ںZl

  ۔jZe ہg]\ ہZں  non-democratic practicesہZں eہ 

  sbcl ز¼�l :s�Zxd ڈمZl ! \]^ ¼Zy \�ge \�vا move   j][ jہe ہv فs� ےz ںZl ہے۔ \�gں ہZہz ںZl ہe

 \e تj^ اسassurance  ں اس دZl ں اورgہ j�vن دresign   \�ge \]be �k j� دوںunconstitutional  ۔\� gت ہj^  

  sbcl ز¼�l : وہresign  ہے۔ jZ� � ¥¯و je ےovد  

 An Honourable Member: I will resign at that moment. 

 Madam Speaker: Please don’t raise your voice like that. He is your Opposition Leader, you must 

respect him. 

 An Honourable Member: Madam Speaker, time and again degrading is being shown. 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl : se وعs� jo§g^ \]^ ں اور �پZے §��ے ہo§g^ ں۔ وہvد g[ ےo§g^ ےdے اe se \zj^sہl

  د�vے ہZں۔

  sbcl ز¼�l :k \Ty sV وsvز �Vوا ¥vرgہck ۔¥vsl� لjd دس ، ¥vرgہck لjd دس s]V ہے اور \[j

 jZe ے �زادz ¥vرgہck اس ge jvڈZl �k ہے۔ j[jk � jvڈZl je پ� g[ رت �]\ ہےgہck ہے۔ \�Z§ رٹjٹd ےd وsvز

 j�§ ںZl ¥l�h \e امg� \��zرا و¯¥ اور زjd joVان ا��djZd gk ہے j[j]اٹ \T�zا sV ںgzا��djZd ان jvڈZl \ہے وہ

ہZں۔ Zlڈe jvے jVس �gام democratic procedures    jeم j[jk jZe ہے۔ vہ sV ^ٹ[TV shows  jz�^ se jان ge  د�vے ہZں

mandate  j[gں ہZہz ge ؤسjے ہd ے°vs² اور \�e ہv ۔derail   گg§ ،ںZے ہ[se ®�ge \e ےzseleadership  

zjٹ\ jk]\ دوg�dں Zlں ^  ministries۔  §gگ eہ�ے ہZں sV اT�z\ اٹ[j]ے ہZں  sVparties اT�z\ اٹ[j]ے ہZں، §gگ 

۔ §gگ eہ�ے ہZں ^jپ eے ^�� ^ZٹjZ� � j ہے۔ Zlں §gگ eہ�ے ہZں eہ ^ڑے jZlں eے ^�� g]yٹے jZlں � �ºے ہZںہZں۔

 ¥vرgہck �k ہe ےZ§ ہ اسv ورت ہے۔s¤ iڑ^ \e sb� ge مg¯ و uTl و۔ اسse sb� jd ڑاg][ ہe ںgہ jہ�e

ËzjV ge ¥vرgہck ے ، اس�gں ہZہz لjdرjy \]^ے ا�gے ہ�� ge  ےovل دjd سj�V ہ�T^ ںZہz لjd ں، دسZہz لjd

]b[\ وہ اjoV ہmature   j� gہzgے eے §Zے و¯¥ درjeر ہg]j ہے۔ �k ادارہ   jy gematureہZZں۔ �e\ ^[\ ادارے 

function properly  j� ے�d se ےd ںZl اس \]b[ ۔corrupt elements, undemocratic procedures weed out   ںgہ

Zlں   GC]ے ہ�gے اj�l uvل دjy jovہ�j ہgں۔ vہ sZlے وا§� �z ��jے دe \][ iہ وہ ^�Zl Yxں اب Zlں jk �\۔

 ،g� szرg� g� g� ،ے][ ل رہےj�z سgTk گg§ ،j][ szرg� ے۔][ ے�gے ہ]ٹZ^ sV ل روڈjl ، ڑه�ے ][ےVresign 

governor resign  ےz نj�zا �vs� ےz szرg� اور دس دن ^�� اسresign  ہ�À۔ ہjvد se \وہ j][ ں �¼راZہz ںZہ

 �T½l je اس ، g§ �Vوا ٰ\À��dا ،g§ �Vوا ٰ\À��dرہے ][ے، ا j�§ ہs�z رہj^ں دوZl ںgZT� \ہzے اsہy \گ، وہg§

vہ ہے eہ ¯¡gر ��djZdاgzں z jeہZں ہے، ¯¡gر djZd\ اداروں z jeہZں ہے اور �gام gh geد ^[\ دjy jo]�vہZے 

eے   eYouth Parliamentے ^jرے Zlں،   eOppositionہ VہTے ^[\ eہZljں �Zkے Zlں zے   resolutionاور اس 

 j�vا \�ge ںZl رےj^ word mention  ں ہے۔Zہz تj^ \�vا \�ge ں ہے اورZہz  

 Madam Speaker: Alright, thank you. Mr. Umair Najam sahib. 

   �nzsZc� بjok:  \]^ \o�k ہe j� ںgہjy jzse تj^ ہv فs� ںZlcomplications   ہ�k \]^  \�e  \[�

vseں ]g �پ اس gV geرا   commitment۔ ا�s �پ d \�eے e \�ge\ وkہ dے �]\ ہZں  commitment gapوہ ہZں 

gV geرا zہZں ��d seے ]V g[s اz j�vہ vseں۔ �ج اgvان Zlں g� gkر]�jل �ZVا   vsecommitmentں۔ ا�s �پ اس 



gV geرا zہZں jZe اور ´gcommitment   sZں zے اe \oVہ ^��g§ Ôہ�g\ ہے وہ �sف اd\ وkہ dے ہے 

  e seے دوsdوں e\ دل �زارe i\ ہے۔ ��vsہ۔  �bzjkcommitmentsاراzہ 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� ªZ�� �c�l \k  

  ªZ�� �c�l : ف را�ے �hہ اe j� ںgہjy jzse تj^ uvا sV ںjہv ںZl ے�od ہے، ہ� Y�� je ¥vرgہck

Zے ^[\ ہ�]�vں اور دZہ \]^ Y�Z§ ں ںv¼Zy iرjd ہv ہe ہ ہےv تj^ در ا��practices   g[ ںZد ہgkgl ر�zے اe

 jo�j]^ se ڑg]y ان�Zl ہe ہے ¥l � \e تj^ اسyou are guilty. 

 sbcl ز¼�l :ڈمZl ! ےZe لjc��dظ اjÀ§ے اz ںgہzے اd حs² �k j][ jZ� j�j]^ ںZہz ےZ§ اس se ڑg]y

ہZں۔ وہ �sف اس §Zے gZe j][ jZeں eہ ^�cz\ اور   democratic wordsہZں۔ �پ vہ ^[\ دZ]�vں eہ v jZeہ 

disrespect Opposition   \e \ejk ت رj^ \�ge ہ� sV ہ\  ][\ اسaccept  ں �ے۔vse ںZہz  

  

 Madam Speaker: please be careful with your words. 

  ªZ�� �c�l بjok : uZ]ں ٹZl ں اورgہ j�Z§ �Vظ واjÀ§ے اoVں اZl ہے ge ¼Zy ہ� اس �k ہe ںgہ jہ�e

accept   ہے Y�� je ¥vرgہck ف را�ے �hہ اe ںZے ہ[se ںvse \zjÕsz sV \]^ ��j� ا��svرے وزjcہ g[

  اور vہ ان zse ge\ ہg �\۔ ��vsہ۔�ے 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ں۔vse ے�e ہz ےs�� ےd ے]�ZV \zj^sہl ا�ےs^ ۔��j� تjZ� sc� بjok مs��l  

 Mr. Umar Hayat: Madam Speaker, let me say some important things on this issue. I would request 

the honourable Opposition members just to go through this resolution one more time. You would not find 

even a single word which is to be condemned. There was someone opposing the democratic word, the word 

of ‘democracy’. I believe that ok, fine, unconstitutional should be there, non-democratic should be there. 

We have seen a walk out and that was a pure democratic practice and we respected that and that was why 

on the instruction of the Prime Minister, on the instruction of the Deputy Speaker, I was there to bring you 

back that is a democratic word. Just to go through this resolution again not a single word you would find 

which should be opposed. 

 Secondly we have seen something which is regrettable today. We have witnessed that some 

derogatory remarks have been passed by the honourable members of this Parliament. Let me say what 

democracy is all about, let me tell you one thing about the democratic practices. It is a legal point of view; 

one party according to ethics of the parliamentary party should not interfere… 

 Madam Speaker: Look at me, address me please. 

 Mr. Umar Hayat: Madam Speaker, one party should not interfere that is an ethical point of view 

and nobody could disagree with that, should not interfere in the internal affairs another party that is truly an 

internal matter. The third point is that it is the most regrettable day in the past three sessions that we have 

seen such a practice here. I would like to urge all the members here to show some level of decency, to show 

some level of  maturity and I hope that we would be moving on towards the passage of the Bills within a 

few moments and we will be working in a democratic way. Thank you. 

 Madam Speaker: Thank you so much. Yes, Hafeezullah Wazir sahib. 



  svوز Ðا ×ZÀ� بjok : دہjvے  ہ\ ^ہ¥ زTہV ��jے ٹd لjZh ےsZl ۔s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs��consume   j�y gہ

 je \e gkthirdرseد�\   Youth Parliament^[\ � رہے ہZں۔ Zlں �sف vہ eہgں �e jہ   Billsہے ، دوsdے 

session  رہ\ ہے � \�Ty u[ ے �جd  ںZ§g^ ہz ہv ��§j^ ªT��l ےe ہ واسv ہe ےd �k ٹ ہےocZ§رjV \ہ

Parliament of Pakistan   se تj^ \e jٹj� ، sbcl je jٹj� ںZl �k ٹ ہےocZ§رjV \وہ g[ ہv ے۔Zہjy joZ§ ªbd \]^ ge

Zl �kں �زاد gckں e sZc{eے e �kہ jVر§ocZٹ �ف j��ejVن Zlں zہZں j��d se۔ vہ وہ\ jVر§ocZٹ ہے  j��d ہے

اور وہ vہjں sV اoVے ge ^[\ اª� joV دjZ� jv ہے  Zl �kGBں §ocZٹ ہے sbclز ^Zٹ[ے ہ�gے ہZں، vہ وہ\ jVر

reservations   sV ںjہv ہe ت � رہ\ ہےj^ uvے اd فs² \e Y{vزgVہے ۔ ا j��d se نjZ^Ministers’ trading   gہ

 j� ؤںj�^ ہv ge ں انZl g[ ےTہV ہ ہےرہ\ ہے۔Tlj�l je \رٹjV \oVا iرjcہ g[ ہ وہe حs² �k دgh ے وہoVے اd

 \�ge ںZl ہے اس \o^ ٹobZe \TہV �k ہe j� ںgہe ہv ںZl \]^ s]V Y�Z§ ںZے ہ��d رjه�d ںZہjy jzرjه�d ge پ�

 \]^prove   �e ہ �پe ے�j�^ ےe sebase   sVMinisters   ہe \od تj^ \e \رٹjV gZT^ \oVے اz ںZl �k ے۔º� Y^

 \e انreservations   ہe ںZہcabinet change  �jk gےہ \dse isZl ےd �e ہe jZ§ se ہT¡Z� ہv ےz ںZl ، gZT^

gk \� gہ \§jh ےZ§ ےe انsbcl ے انe \رٹjV ہ۔vs�� ں۔Z�jk ٹ�Z^ ہ ہ� ��ےe ںZہ�ے ہjy  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ہ۔vs�� ¥ہے، ^ہ uZ]۔ ٹ��j� iرg[ سjb� slj� بjok  

  iرg[ \djb� slj� بjok : �k ہے ¥lg�� زs² وہ ¥vرgہck ۔s�Zxd بjok ہvs�� jo� ge ںg�g§ ںZl

s�Zxd بjok ے۔[se ںZہz ہ§g[ ںZے ہ[se ! ےe انgvہ اس اe ںgاہ ہgh رتÍ�l س ہے اورgد§\ ا�� \�jہ�zے ا]nl

ا�zر gkglد �l¼ز اراs² \e YZeف dے ��e ا�vے ا§jÀظ  ^[\ اjc��dل Zeے �ºے d �kے اgvان je ]°�س jljVل 

ان z geہZں eہj ہj� g اور be[\   jًoZ°vintentionally اzہgں zے jZ� jZe۔ دوgzں اs²اف dے j^Ík ��e]\ ^Z[jں ��Zں، 

 j�vر اj]beunintentionally  حs² �k ہe ےZہjy \zse Ø¤وا ¼Zy uvں اZcہے۔ ہ j[jk gہresolution   iرjcہے ہ

vہ ^ہ¥ اy[\ ^jت ہے  §Y�Z اjZe  je ¼Zy uv ہے Zlں ^j§�� اس gxd \eرٹ se]j ہgں۔  zmoveے ls��l  gkہ 

اور د�e ^[\ ہے۔  Zlں zے  jVرٹ\ eے ا�zرj^ gkت ہg]\ ہے Zlں zے اس je اس ہjؤس �zہ�j\ ا��gس ^[\ ہے ا

Zlں اÙہjر zہZں jZe۔ ہ� zے ہZc}ہ ان jV geرٹ\ ZlٹZl ·oں رj]e ہے §Y�Z �ج Zlں ان je اÙہjر seوں �j۔ ls��lہ 

Íول seاjy jzہgں �j ا�s وہ j^ isZlت Zlں اoVے وزjb�j� svن kg[ \eہ ^[\ اس s²ف bl! ڈVٹ\ b�j� s�Zxdہ

Zlں ]z �e gہZں   v ،jZeorder of the dayہ   Z�jls� �o�V jood geresolution moveں eہ zgk �eہ\ ls��lہ zے vہ 

 j][ s�Zxd ڈمZl ہ ! اورv ےz ہls��l ے�Zk �e ہe ںgہ jہ رہjy jz¾د \e ہ��z ےoVہ اkg[ \e ں �پZlresolution 

move   ہv jZeorder of the day   \�jہ�zں اZl ۔iزت ^[\ دے دjkا \e ےo§g^ ےdے اz ں اور �پZہz \]^ ںZl

Í�lرت ghاہ ہgں اور ا�zہsZ°� \�jاzہ اور glد^zjہ §ہnے Zlں �پ Zl ¥l�h \eں �¼ارش se رہj ہgں eہ �پ zے 

  ^[\ ان je اس ^ے ¯Zl \���jں jd]� دjv۔

 Madam Speaker: I let her speak but I did not let her continue. 

  zہ �]ے۔  z Ú�^ \�ge sVresolutionہZں zseے دi۔ اj�vہg[ j[g وہ �ج وہ   Zlresolutionں zے اس 

  iرg[ سjb� slj� بjok : ¥ہ^ sV ں اسZl ۔\][ iزت دے دjkا \e ےo§g^ ںZl وعs� ےz پ� Y�Z§

^ uvں اZl Yے دہsZl Y�Z§ ںgاں ہgh رتÍ�ljy jzse ںZl gk ت ��\ ہےj تj^ ر�zے اe ·oٹZl \رٹjV �e ں۔gہ jہ�

^[\ ہº� g\۔ Zlں eہ�j ہgں eہ اsettle   uvہ�g\ اور vہjں sV ^ہ¥ dے دوg�dں zے ^jت j^ ، \eت ہº� g\ اور وہ 

، Zlں zے jVرٹ\ Zlٹe ·oے ا�zر ا�h ف sZl sV ¼Zy Y�Z§ jZeا ا�h ف ہے اور وہ  ckہgرvs² i°ہ jeر ہے



اور d �dے Vہ  �»Zl Åں ][z �k jے  sbclز اoVے �ہ�ے sV دو^jرہ ¯��j رہے اjo^ \e ¥vs�eء sV وہ �l¼ز

iد دjbeرjbl ge ہے ان �c� زs² iرgہck uvہ اv ،ں �ےZTy �[jd ےe ے اور ہ� انZ§ ےe پ اوروں� sا� Y�Z§

e YہZں �Zkے �gرے ہjcرے §Zے اÀ§ uv× اjc��dل se]ےہZں، ہ� Ílاق ^[\ se]ے ہZں، ہ� eہ�ے ہZں eہ �پ رو�

 g[ ںvse تj^ \�ge ہ� sہ ا�e ےZہjy \zgں ہZہz g[ تj^ \�vا Y�Z§ ںvse تj^ \]^ \e is�� Yاور رو�  \§jZh

  biasہg]\ ہے، ہ� �پ   eapproach radical opinionہ�jk jے ، ہjcرextremists and fundamentalists   iہZcں 

 uZ]وہ ٹ s]V g[ ںvse ںZ[j^ \�vو \�vپ ا� sں اور ا�Zہ�ے ہe �k ۔jv� ×À§ je ·zڈvsرس ٹjہ sV ںjہv ہے۔

��\ اور وہ y[gٹ\ j^ \dت ]g[ jZe ®ZVamendment   \] اgVزs² \e Y{vف dے اls��lresolution   uvہ zے 

 ×À§ ہedemocratic   ×À§ geConstitution   ےdreplace   ےZe لjc��dظ اjÀ§ہ اzj^Íہl sZ´ gk sV ںjہv Y�Z§ j][ jzse

je ]°�س jljVل jZ� jZe۔  اس g[ sV ہ� ^[\ ^jت vseں �ے۔ Zlں vہjں v sVہ\ �¼ارش seوں �º�  jے اور اس ادارے

  eہ 

  ہ� ]�l gت dے ہ\ �e \�g� ªے snlم ہZں �£gر

  ہ� sV ا§¼ام ^ڑi دe svے ^�� �jv ہے

   

  ^ہ¥ ��vsہ۔  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� \djb� �Z�g[  \k  

   \djb� �Z�g[ بjok :ےzse ؤٹ� Êڈم۔ واZl ہvs��  j][ �lj� \]^ ںZl ںZl ںg§وا Êے واsZl Y�Z§

v ےd پ� \�ge ے]nl ہe j][ ںZہz ¼�sہ ہv  �¡°l je ےzse ا �ؤٹsZl ۔j][ ف �hا \�ge ےd ے �ہ�ےe پ� j

  protestاoVے jZe ®ZV ge �¯gl اور  stronglyا�h ف �sف اj][ sV ¼Zy uv اور Zlں zے اjV \oVرٹ\ Zlں ^[\ 

 jZe uvہ اeresolution   uvں۔ اZرہ\ ہ � se ہ §ےls��l uvہے اور ا isZlresolution   ںZl sV25  مje ےd دن

 \oVے اz ںZl ےTہV رہ دن�oV ں اورgہ jرہ seresolution Secretariat   ے]�ZV ےe وا�\ ہے۔  اسse ¿ck ںZl

working  ں رg[ہ راe ے�jk jvj�^ ہv ے]nl ،ںZe ےz ںZl ںZl رےj^ ں اسZ[j¯ l ،\e ےz ںZl jZe \�vات ا

 uzjyا uvہ اe \º� Y^ iرgbnlresolution   اہ� uvاور ا \º� �attention   رہ\ ہے jk \�¾د sV ¿¯gl صjh \�e

 isZl اورresolution   uvں اZl ہے۔ jZ� jvد �eے ر]�ZV ge resolution   اں دن ہےg�zjV اور �ج j][ jv� se ے§

 isZl ہe ںgہ jرہ se رj�zں اZlresolution  ے �\۔�� �e isZlresolution Secretariat   ،\][ ںZl ڈےonvے اe

 ge ں اسZے ہ�� se ہ �ج §ےv ge ڈےonvا �kSecretariat   ےzdefine  j][ jZe ںZہz sہ ا�e ہ ہےv �T½l je ۔ اس

 sV ںjہv پ� sا� \��d se ںZہz راgV رمge ےTZeا g[ Y{vزgVا \�j]^ ے ہے۔d \رٹjV \oVوہ ا g[ ڈر ہے ge ہ �پz

dے ^[\ اوsV ہZں۔ ا�s �پ je ،2/3rd majority   \�ge geرروا�\ ]g ^ہ¥ دور j^ \eت ہے اس §Zے �پ ^Zٹ[ے ہgں

 se jk ںZl \رٹjV ےdا g[ ہ ہےTº�ldiscuss   ںZl  ے�sk ےdا Y�Z§ ںvsediscuss  ں۔vse ہz  \ہv \]^ ہ�o�� sا�

  seوں �j۔ ��vsہ۔  g�resignر]�jل رہ\ ]Zl  gں اس �dٹ� dے ^jÒوت seوں �jاور 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� ضjvر sdjv بjok  

vs²°ے dے اس اgvان vs��vague and ambiguous   geہ Zlڈم s�Zxd۔ ^ہ¥ ہ\ : jokب sdjv رjvض  

 uvہے۔ ا jرہ jk jv yresolution   �lj� ہv ںZl اس g[ jZ� jnZ]^ ڈاonvا je  ج� gk  ge ں راتZcہ g[ ہے \[jk \�¾



 Zlorder ofں eہZں se jk ہZcں g�glل ہgk  \�g ہ� zے �ge sn اٹ� se دv g[ j]�vہ   Vmid night[z  sہZں ][\ اور

the day   j�zge ںZہz j�V  sV ¥vرgہck �vj� ہe j]ncd ںZl g[ ڑهےV ظjÀ§ے اe ے اسz ںZl �k ۔\][ �lj� ںZl

]°jk jv  �kmovers   svs رہj ہے۔e �kے §Zے vہ ا�zہ�j\ ارokٹ اور ¤sورg² iر v sVہ ¾�Tcہ ہzgے وا¾ ہے 

اس ¯b£ہ jZ§ se ][j، اgvب �z ��jے ¯b£ہ jZ§ se ][se j]ے ہZں ]g وہ eہ�ے ہZں eہ ¤jZء ا§�z ��j� ªے 

]jcم ge �ج زz¾ Ú�^ svے eے §Zے   ediscussionہ اس  اس §Zے jk \e رہ\ ہے  b¯discussion£ے eے اوsV �ج 

important business   geside  e sVںZے ہ[jk ڑهےV ے�Z¡¯ ےe ءjZ¤ ب اورgvہے اور ا j[jk jvد s �k ۔vague 

and ambiguous   ہe ںZہ�ے ہe وہ g[ ہے \��oہV u[ رs°l ish� وہ �k se  y تj^ ےd ے°vs²Youth 

Parliament  ہ ہے۔¡¯ \�ge je  sا�Youth Parliament   g[ ہ ہے¡¯ jekindly   \o[ر ا�zے اoVاcourage   ا�ZV

vse ہe ںresolution   ge ہ �پ اسe ںZ]�§ ر�zے اediscuss   sں۔ ا�Zہ رہے ہjy jzseYouth Parliament   ہ¡¯ je

z ¼ZyہZں ][\۔ Zlں vہ ncd[�j ہgں eہ vہjں s�Zdٹvsٹ urgent   \eہے ]v gہ in general   \�ge اور  zہZں ہے

biasness   ہےz پ� sہ ا�e j� ںgہe ںZl �[jd ےe رتÍ�l ¥ہ �پ اور ^ہv g[ ہے iزت دjkا \e ےz¾ ge ے اس

 \]^ \ebiasness   \�ge sV ںjہv \e اس g[ \][ تj^ لsok sا� Y�Z§ ںgاہ ہgh رتÍ�l sV ظjÀ§ے اoVں اZl ہے۔

  ¤sورت zہZں ][\۔ ^ہ¥ ��vsہ۔

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� j¤ر \T� بjok  

  j¤ر \T� بjok: ۔\zj^sہl ¥ہ^ s�Zxd ڈمZl،ہے jZ� jvہہ دe ��e \�je  ہe ہ ہےv g[ تj^ \TہVresolution  

۔ �پ zے واÊ �ؤٹ ck Yk seہgرi ا¯�ار eے �sوe ¥hے §Zے e ®ZV\ ][\ اe \d\ دهjZnں �پ zے اڑا دi ہZں

eہ eے gk ^[\ �پ ª� je ][j �پ zے gVرا jZe ہے §Zl Y�Zں اj^ uvت اس e sV ¿¯glہs¤ joورj�]ncd i ہgں 

\e \�e j{اہgh \[ذا \e \�e ،ذا]\ را�ےsV را تjcہ ،j� ے�jk sٹ�ol ا��sV راjcہ ہz ،\� ٹ ^�§ےobZe iرjcہ ہz

 sٹ�ol ا��sV25  \]^ Y{Zd \oVا u[ دنcomplete    ں �ے۔Zے، ہ� رہ][ ے�gٹ ہ�TZd ے، ہ�][ ہ� رہے ،j� ے�se

 joVت ہے ہ� اj^ isہjÙ ،ںZہ \[gہ \e �d تj{اہghdecorum   راgV \e ےo]eرcapability  رjV ں۔Zے ہ�]eٹ\ ر

Zlں ذا]\ اj� �hت ^[\ ہse jvjk g]ے ہZں، اj^ \�ge \�vت zہZں ہے۔ T]�V �kے دgzں وزsv ا�� eے 

candidature   رjy YZ[ ےd \رٹjV \ہ uvا g[ \�� iرj^ \e ےzاse ¿ck ےe اتÍ´je ےZ§ ےecandidates   ان�Zl

 vse ®�ge \adjournmentں۔ vہjں ہ� �پ ہjcرا Ílاق اڑاzے eeہ اس v ، sVہ �ge\ اj^ \�vت zہZں ہے Zlں � �ºے

motion 24 hours   م�¯ iرgہck sZ´  ہv ہe j][ joہe je sbcl uvں۔ اZے ہ��d ¾ sV ٹ�gz ےe  joہe ںZہz j�vا g[

 ge \�e sہ ا�e ںgہ jہ�jy joہe ہv ںZl ے � وہe ہے۔ اس  sوہ ^ہ� g[ ے §ے§ �Vظ واjÀ§ے اoVوہ ا sا� ،j][ ےZہjy

reservations  Zے ہd ے°vs² iرgہck ںں وہZl ؤسjرے ہgV  ہe ہz ،ےse تj^ ےe�  ge ت lj�l ے�vا discuss 

  ۔ ^ہ¥ ��vsہ۔�jk jZeے  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ہ۔b�j� زاہ� ��zہ  اls��l \k ہ۔vs�� ¥ہ^  

¾ e  resolution   seہ ہjcرjV iرٹ\ zے][\   problemاgVزd Y{vےg�g§ \ºeں ls��l : geہ ا��z  زاہ�  

۔ اس j^ gk \�d، sVت ہے وہ vہ ہے eہ  �پ zے ^[\ ہjcرے jd]� وہ\ jZe ہےjZe ہے  jetime waste  �پ §g�gں

 ge ہ اسe ہے jvہہ دe \د ہgh ےz s�Zxddissolve   ےoVو اور اseBills  ؤ� se ے§ g[ اsZl se �l ےz �d ۔ اب

j^ \eت ہg]\ ہے Prime ministership   jvدوj^ isdت vہ ہے eہ kہjں ]I am sorry.   uٹjZe ¿�j¤ ��j ہے ، 



 iرjcہGS   iرjcہ jv ہے \[gت ہj^ \eweb   ge uvا sہے وہ ہ \[gت ہj^ \ecater   ،j��d se ںZہzI am sorry 

\�ge ge ںg�g§ روںjy YZ[ sے ا�d ہے  ان �T^اsV ہے �T^اsV ےd ان ge ںg�g§ �y ËzjV jv �T^اsV \e ہ انv g[

zseے vse ®�ge \eں �ے  §Y�Z ان eے   resolveاور  وہ  اس Tº�lے z  geہZں ہے۔ وہ � se ان Z�j�^ geں

g[ jZe ںZہz ہv ےz ںgہzا g[ jZ� سjV ےe ں انZl ،jZe ںZہz ہv �[jd ےsZl ےz ںgہzہ اe jzjk ڑV ے]�ZVI am sorry.  

  ��vsہ۔

 Madam Speaker: Thank you. The honourable Opposition leader. 

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok : s�Zxd ڈمZl  ۔s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs�� ! g[ ظjÀ§اevidence   ہv سjV ےsZl ،ںZہ

resolutions  ہے۔ jZe ¿ol ےd ےoZ§ مjz ے]nl ےz ہ �پ�z¾j�  j� ںg§ مjz ںZl ،ge زsbcl ےoVے اz ںZl gk ںZہ  

  s�Zxd ڈمZl : s]Vcontroversy  ے �\۔�jk gوچ  ہs�  

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok :ڈمZl ! ہvcontroversy  ں ہے۔Zہz تj^ \e  

 Madam Speaker: Then you don’t need to take the names. 

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok : ٰ\c� ےe �Zl ں۔gہ jہ�jy joZ§ مjz ےe زsbcl ےe \رٹjV \oVں اZl Y�Z§ ہے uZ]ٹ

 ][ے، اس eے � وہ �e \ljk sZ¡z �ckexams  \T� YZoے  ,and she is doing MBBS ][ے   eexamsے 

jzse ہے، �پ zے   j[sework رہe jہ �پ zے   Zlintimateں ان time and again   ge][ے اور   j¯examsدرe iے 

business   se jk ںjے وہz ہے۔ ہ� jz� se ے§perform   اہ ہے، �پ ^[\ اسg� je ¼Zy ؤس اسjرا ہgV ہے اور jzse

Zl Y{Zdں d �dے ^ہ�Yvs رہ\ ہے۔ اب  ^jت eے �gاہ ہZں eہ اgVزe Y{v\ اس Zl Y{Zdں jhص g²ر sV اس

jeم jZe ہے۔ Zlں ہ\ وہ   unconstitutional][ے۔ ہ� zے   nlundemocratic[ے ^�Z�jں eہ eہjں v sVہ §�[j ہے eہ ہ� 

 \§j]bod ٹZd ہv ��^ ےe Y{�Z§ے اoVا sV ںjہv ےz ںZl �k j][ Å«� I was the candidate to the Prime 

minister   ا��sV �k ے اورz ��j� sٹ�olascertainment   j][ ¾ے واzgڑا ہ]e ےTہV ےd �d \ں ہZl g[ \§ اور

ytrend change   jzse  ہے ہ� zے وہ   Zltrendں zے وہ\ وا§\ ^jت e \][ \eہ اgVزj��ejV gk je Y{vن eے ا�zر 

اgVزzse ! ge Y{v\ ہے۔ Zlڈم   �T^constructive oppositionہ   opposition for the sake of oppositionہے۔ ہ� zے 

اس eے ووٹ eے §Zے دvMadam Speaker was agree  jvہ ^jت eہ\ �e \ºہ  jokب اzہgں zے VہTے eہj  اور 

je ٹjZe ¿�j¤ ��j ہے۔ وہ §gگ vہ ^[gل �ºے ہZں eہ   �jkdifferent membersے اور ا^[\ sZlا ٹjZe ¿�j¤ ��j ہے ، 

eے ^�� Zlں zے ہ\ d �dے VہTے eہe jہ اس ge �ج   order of the day   gerecitation of Holy Quranاس 

national exchequer   sVہZں۔ ہjcرے   zurgent mattersہZں ہے اس dے زjvدہ   s¤urgencyورت zہZں ہے، 

problems   ےe ں اسZہBills   فs² \e \رٹjV gZT^ ہv ں۔Zہ ��j�l ےe را�ٹ� YlgZں۔ ہZے ہ�gے ہ�� se ج §ے�

ge §ے z� seے e \eہ s¤ jZe ،resolution   �kورت ہے اس Vڑا ہgا ہے  g�pendingرoczٹ v �^ jeہjں d sVے 

 j][ jرہ �y رje ہ°vs² uvا je ٹocZ§رjV ےd ے°vs² ے]yاور ا Y�� ےo[ں اZl ge اسderail   ہےاور jZ� jZe

j][ دjÀl ںZl اس je ے�o^ uvا \�e ںZl وا¯�\ اسZ§ ںZہz مjz je ں اسZl ، jہ�jy jowhoever that may be   Y�Z§

اgVزz Y{vہ اس je �¡ہ ][\، zہ اس je �¡ہ رہے �\ اور zہ ہ\ اj�v ہj��d g ہے eہ اgVزY{v اje \�ge j�vم 

  seے۔

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� sٹ�ol ا��sV \k  

  �Z� ��jب ہjok :ے �\۔�jk uT[ دور g[ \� ےT�z تj^ s�Zxd ڈمZl ۔s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs��  



  d ڈمZls�Zx :ے۔�jk gہ ��{l jz¾ �Vہ واe jzjk ہ §ےz دور \o[ا  

  �Z� ��jب ہjok :ہb�j� s�Zxd ! تj^ ںZl ےTہV ےd �dpersonality   اور  \einstitution   ےe 

strong   ں �جZl ؤسjہ �k ، ےz ؤسjہ اس ہe j� وںse تj^ ہv ےd s«� ں ^ڑےZl ۔ j� ںgہjy jzse \e ےzgہ

 sV ٹZd \e sٹ�ol ا��sVas Youth Prime Minister  ںgہ j]ٹZ^ ے]nl ےz 2/3۔ اسrd majority   ےd elect   j][ jZe

اور اس دن Zlں zے اس اgvان Zlں و��ے Zeے ][ے اور Zlں zے اV \oVہT\ ]°Zl svsں  وہ و��ہ j][ jZe jZeوہ vہ 

 e j][This House will bring such a resolution, such a development that would never been brought in otherہ 

three Youth Parliaments.   ہb�j� s�Zxd ں ۔gہ j[j�^ ªT��l ےe ں اسZl اور ! YZ[policies statements   ےsZl

respected Ministers  ںZہ �Z§jZ]y ںZl ں اور ہ� ]��ادZہ \�y � \e  دہgy نjeز ارا¼�l ےe Y{vزgVے اsZl اور

d ے، ]}�دd ؤj^ں۔ ہ� دZہ j� ںgہe ںZl ے  اورd ےvہ روzاs^jk ،ےundemocratic  \e ��¯ sے ہd ے°vs²

policy   اورresolution pass   ،ےZ§ ےe وغs� ےe ¥vرgہck ےz ںZl Y�Z§ ںZے ہ��d واseinstitution   ge

strong  \º� \e تj^ sاده ،jv� Y�gl uvں ^[\ اgdsV ، jv� Y�gl uvا \]^ �e ںZl را�ے sے ہZ§ ےe ےzse  ہe

j[se ہgں،  اgVزe Y{vے اsºZod uv رہjco ہZں، اس   respectٹ��j زjvدہ ہjy jzgہZے اور اس اgvان Zlں ^ہ¥ دل dے 

^nے ]Z^ uٹ[j رہj اور  ZTl2ں �\ اور sZlا وزsvا رات    j^recommendationsت je و��ہ eہ دس ^nے ]u رات 

 uvاrecommendation  ں ��\۔Zہz u[  

 Madam Speaker: Please order in the House. Please Prime Minister is speaking, no point of order 

should be raised. 

   �Z� ��jب ہjok)sٹ�ol ا��sV :(s�Zxd ڈمZl ! YZeز ارا¼�l ےoVے اZ§ ےe وغs� ےe ¥vرgہck g[ ہ�

 ge ں۔ ہ� انZے ہ[se امsا�� je را�ے \eincorporate  ں۔ ہ� انZہ�ے ہjy jzse  زوj^ je ان se �ncd \�j]^ joVا ge

  Zlrespectں ^ڑjok ! iب b�j� s�Zxdہ�Vڑ ck seہgرV \e ¥vٹڑsV i ��ے  اoVے jd]� §ے jy joTy  seہ�ے ہZں۔ 

\e تj^ ےz ¥dدو uvں  اور اgہ j[se \e YZeز ارا¼�l ےoVا  \oVں اZl g[ ·zڈvsٹ isٹ�ol اور ·zڈvsرس ٹjہ

Zl �kں اس Zdٹ g[ j][ jv� sV  اj^ uvت ^�jy jzjہgں �e jہ  jV as the leader of my partyرٹ\ ¾�s² \e Yف dے 

j^ \eت   Zlmeritں zے d \�eے zہZں Zl ،\][ \eں zے   vcommitmentہ jV isZlرٹ\ اس ^jت g� \eاہ ہے eہ 

jy jہgں �e jہ ^jت Zlں vہ eہj^ \e !oت e\ ][\۔ Zlڈم b�j� s�Zxdہ eright person, for the right job\ ][\ اور 

ambiguity  uvا ge YZeز ارا¼�l ےoVں اZl ،واز ہے� \e sZc¤ اور sZc¤ uvر ا�zے اe نj�zا sہ g[ \e

propose   اور \e وعs� ےz �e تj^ ہe ںvاب دgk je ں اور اسZ]eر �[jہ sV ے دلoVہ ذرا اe j� ںgہjy jzse

  VہTے دن ^Zٹ[ے ][ے �ج ^[\  وہ Z^ �yٹ[ے ہZں اور eہjں dےT�z\ اور Zlں vہ ^jت seوں �e jہ sZlے gk وزراء

  وہ slد zہZں gk ڈر �jkے �j¾ت eے d sol \zghے

  j� �kل Zlں l joZk}�� ہے اس �jل Zlں joZk ¾زم ہے

zہZں   zderail    jvdestabilizeہZں ہjy jzgہ�Zl ،jں �dٹ� Zlspecific   geں s² \�eح ! Zlڈم b�j� s�Zxdہ  

س Vٹڑe iے �sوغ eے §Zے اس ge  ��ے §ے jy joTy seہ�ے ہZں۔ ہjں ، Zlں ^�j[j ہgں ckہgرjy jzse ¥vہ�j، ہ� ا

 �Z§jZ]y ےe \رٹjV ےsZljv gے ہd sہے وہ ادهjy ،ہے jzse �o�V ge ے اسz ہے اور ہ� j[gف را�ے ہ �hں اZl

 ، gے ہd ں انZہ YZeاراreservations   ں، وہZ��resolutions   اورcall attention notices   ہv ںZl ں اسZl ،ںZ�� sV

�»d sے ^epolicy statements   se  yYouth Parliament   sd je �oTہ jV isZlرٹ\ z �kے ]jy jzj�^ YZہ�j ہgں 



 YZ[ iرgV gk �^ uvا ،jZeYouth Parliaments       اور uvاور �ج ہ� ا jvے دz ے وزراءTہV iرjcہ ،jv� ںZl

e ®�ge \e\ ہے اور اس ge ��ے §ے  zjkے Zstrengthen   \eں، ہ� zے اdے �gرoczٹ ^[\ ہ� ¾ رہے ہ

 ge ں ^[\ اسZہe ےz ہے، ہ� iرjk \e ®�gederail   \oVں اZl ۔\e ںZہz ®�ge \e ےzjk ے §ے]�ZV ge اس jv

 j� وںse تj^ uvے اd ا§ےg� ےe \رٹjVjZe ¥م ^ہje ےz \رٹjV isZl ہesZl ہv ،م ہےje je \رٹjV isZl ہv ، i

اور ہ� ا^[\ ^[\ اس ge ہ� ان ge ا�h ف را�ے ª� je د�vے ہZں �gرoczٹ je jeم ہے اور gk ا�h ف را�ے ہے 

dے   Zlliberal partyں zے s² �kح ذjZe se ][e jہ Zlں اe ! uv[Tے دل dے ]�se �ZT]ے ہZں۔ b�j� s�Zxdہ

ٹ\ je رz ·zہZں، vہ اgd uvچ،��ªT�[ ، s رj�]e ہgں، vہ gZT^ gk �پ j^ geہs رj��§ ·z ہے vہ jV \�eر

ideology  uvاور اvision   ےz \رٹjV isZl ہe j� ںgہe ےd s«� iں ^ڑZl م ہے۔jz je43 resolutions Secretariat 

se ¿ck gerecommendations   geaccommodate   jZeوا�\ §Y�Z ٹe \ce \e ��jے ^s� Ú�jف دس dے ^jرہ  

 Y�Z§  ہے j��d jk43 resolutions  ںZ�� ےd فs² \e \رٹjV isZl s�Zxd ڈمZl ہ ! ۔e j� ںgہjy joہe ہv ںZl sh�

 \�ge ںgہ ¼�j� sV �¡ol ےoVں اZl jv ںgہ j[gڑا ہ]e ےZ§ ےe ےzse تj^ \oVں اZl ںZl انgvں اس اZl \]^ �k 

as a Youth Prime Minister policy  e ��j¯ \�§ ےoljd sz isZl ےTہV ےd �d ں۔gہ j��§ jovد sV svg¡[ \

nl[ے gvں §��j ہے �Zkے ان ge ہjcرے dے jyہے وہ �gرoczٹ ہjy ،gہے وہ ! ۔ b�j� s�Zxdہ Vڑ]\ ہے

 ��e ،ںZں ہZ�olا ��e ،ںZت ہj�¯g[ ��e ےd ان ،gہ Y{vزgVاconstructive   \e ں اسZcہے ہ �Zlا uvا \e مje

Tl ں اسZcہے اور ہ joTy seے §ے�� ge ں اسZcہے، ہ \zse \zjcks[ ہے jzse Yم رو�jz je مg¯ و u رےjd اور

  jdز�\ �ge s�jo ہZc}ہ ہZc}ہ eے §Zے jzse ��h ہے۔ ��vsہ۔

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok)ڈرZ§ Y{vزgVا( : s�Zxd ڈمZl !usually opposition   وہ g[ ہے \[jk \e �k

different party stance   ہ�zgydemocratic system  ںZرہے ہ �y ں ہ�Zl ¥vرgہck ،ہے، �پ  ہے j[gہ ہv sV ںjوہ

  e different opinionے اوhuman rights   sVہj�zge،j� g اÅ«� j�v ہnlgk j� g[ے ^�Z�jں eہ j�zge اj�v اj�zن 

jZ� \e ہے۔ Zlں   misinform^ڑے وgÕق dے eہ�j ہgں eہ ان ge رj�]e ہj� g۔ وزsv ا�� �Zl ge ��jں vہ ^jت 

� sٹ�ol ے ¾ءd ے°vs² ہ��j¯j^ ےz jہe ہv ge ��j ہesir, if you see the order of the day   sV ¼Zy uvا \�e

 \e پ� �k g[ \�gں ہZہz ¥À§j«l \]^recommendations   �¡Z� gd ge ں ہ� انZہendorse   ہ ان�zgZe ںZے ہ[se

 gk \erecommendations   ںZہ uTl رہے ][ے، وہ اس � se ں §ےZہz ےZ§ ےe دjÀl \[ے ذاoVہ وہ اv امgے�e

Zlں   ecitizensے §Zے §ےse � رہے ][ےاور Zlں �v �vjہ j�]ncd ہgں eہ اgVزY{v ^[\ اd\ ہ\ j��ejVن eے 

ہ�gے ہZں اور   electاور وہjں dے ہ\   dKPKے ��ے ہZں، sZlے ]o�k gے ^[\ sbclز ہZں وہ seاy\، ¾ہgر، 

Zlں اj^ uvت ! وہ gyدہ zہZں ہZں۔ Zlڈم s�Zxdوہ vہjں ��ے ہZں۔ دوj^ isdت ہjcرے sbclز e\ ]��اد ]sZہ ہZں، 

 sV ںjہvclear   sV ںjہv ہe ںgہ jہ�jy jzsepoint securing   ںZہz رٹgxd \]^ \]be ge ¼Zy ں اسZl ں ہے۔Zہz

 Yvsہ ^ہ�e ہے \º� \e ہv ®�ge فs� ف اورs� ہے۔ jZe \]be ےz ںZl \ہ ہz اور j� وںseperformance   iد

 ¼Zy ے اسz ںZl ے۔�jk ںZl اس sbcl \�ge je \رٹjV iرjcہ ہe ہے j]�vں دZہz ہv \]be ںZlinvolve   ںZl ہے۔

 \e ہ �پe jہe se jk رj^ رj^ \]^ ge ںg�g§ ےe \رٹjV \e ¥lg�� ےzperformance   \�e ہے۔ \]yاspecific 

day   \�ge \]^ je �k sVmove   \e ں انZl j][ j[gہencouragement   Y�Z§ j][ j[se Law Minister is not an 

exception   sV تj^ اس  Y�Z§ دہ �¼ت ہےjvز \�je \e ان I personally felt   ےz ںgہzہ اemisinform   jZenot 



only to the Prime Minister  s�Zxd ڈمZl sت ا�j^ isd۔ دو ge ؤسjرے ہgV ہ�T^ ! uvں اZl ں اسZ]�vپ  د� 

amendment   ہے \º� iدfor word ‘unconstitutional’   ge اس g[incorporate  ے۔�jk jZe  

   s�Zxd ڈمZl :۔��j� sٹ�ol ء¾ \k  

 Law Minister: Mam, I would like to make a clarification here that the stance of the government 

has been totally misconceived and misinterpreted. The intentions of the Law Ministry has been 

misinterpreted but I was planning to do at 10.00 pm was the deadline of sending the recommendations. The 

honourable Opposition Leader we met at 2.00 am and I asked him about the recommendations and he said 

that the resolution you can take and we are proposing for party reconciliation, I said, ok, it is fine, if you are 

reconciliating all the resolutions which have been presented by the opposition party that is a part of our 

policy statement. So, I said ok, fine, you are reconciliating, we are reconciliating that is the issue and we 

settle down this matter. So, I don’t think that I totally misinformed the House. I did not misinform the 

House. I thought what happened, the Prime Minister came to me and he called me at 3.00 AM and he said 

me about the recommendations, I said that I did not receive any recommendation and Honourable 

Opposition Leader was talking about in terms of reconciliation so that is a very good point of view. So, I 

don’t think that somebody has been misinformed. So, that is the case. Thank you so much. 

 Madam Speaker: The Opposition was to propose an amendment in this. The movers of resolution 

agree with that. Yes, Amir Khan Gichki sahib. 

ہے   Z§ seundemocraticں §ls��ladd   ×À§ gk Y�Zہ vہ ٹ[uZ ہے، �پ اzہZں : jokب �jh sljن ���\  

  \ ہjy jzgہZے، vہ دوgzں ہzgے jyہZZں۔وہ ^[

 Madam Speaker: Ok. It is about Non democratic and unconstitutional. Now I put this resolution to 

the House for voting. 

(The motion was adopted) 

 Madam Speaker: The resolution is adopted. Now I request Mr.  Muhammad Umar Riaz, Youth 

Minister for Law, Parliamentary Affairs and Human Rights to introduce the Government Bill to facilitate 

the journalists by ensuring their rights, dignity, welfare and protection. 

 Mr. Umar Riaz: Thank you Madam, whereas it is expedient to enact a law for welfare and 

protection of the journalists in order to enable to peform their duties in a better way. It is hereby enacted as 

follows: 

 The Act may be called the Journalists’ Welfare Act 2012, it shall extend to the whole of Pakistan 

and it shall come into at once. Section – definitions. In this Act unless there is anything repugnant to the 

subject or context government means the federal government or the provincial government, facility means, 

the care provided by the government to the journalists and the journalists means, the journalists including 

both male and female as anyone who regularly gathers, prepares, collects records, rights, aided reports or 

analysis the national and international events or other matters of public interest. Section-3; establishment of 

social welfare fund of the journalists, a social fund shall be established for he journalists and the case of 

sudden death; the spouse, children other dependents shall benefit from social welfare fund which would 

includes scholarships, marriages’  assistance and pre-education. Sub-section-2; if a journalist loses life 

during the performance of his duties or is injured her family shall be compensated with at least Rs. 5 to 7 



lac in case of death, Rs. 1 to 2 lac in case of major injury, Rs. 50 thousand in case of minor injury and the 

treatment cost would be borne by the government. Section-4; Steps for the special safety measures, the 

government shall be responsible for providing on spot protection facility to the journalists. Section-2; in 

case any journalist feels threatened and needs protection the SHO of the area where the journalist resides or 

any other area shall provide the required protection and security. Section-5, provision of necessary 

facilities. Sub-Section (A), in case of national calamity, eruption of fire, accidents or national disastrous, 

the federal government should provide all required facilities to the journalists during coverage especially in 

emergency situations. The journalists and immediate family member shall be entitled free medical 

treatment and government hospitals all over the country. In case of emergency medical treatment to the 

journalists the district health officer or the tehsil health officer as the case may be shall be precisely 

responsible for such treatment. Sub-Section-3, the government shall ensure protection of and support to all 

women journalists against any type of harassment or discrimination in the performance of their duties. Sub-

section-4, Special training programmes shall be introduced by the government for the journalists who are 

working in the conflict or combat zones. Section-6, power to make rules; the federal government may by 

notification in the official gazette make rules to carry out the purposes of this Act. Section 7; any law, 

executive order, rules and regulations inconsistent with the provisions of this Act shall be modified 

accordingly. Section 8, if any difficulty arise in giving effect to any of the provisions of this Act, the federal 

government may make such order non inconsistent with the provisions of the Act for removing this 

difficulty. I hereby introduced this Bill to this Youth Parliament Pakistan. 

 Madam Speaker; as the policy statements, clearly focuses its point of view and it focuses on the 

welfare of all the segments of the society including the women, children and the down trodden segments. 

We were of the view that according to the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan more than 15 journalists 

were killed in a single month in the past 2011. This was something which is completely regrettable. The 

facilities which are being provided to the journalists are completely inadequate. The protection facilities to 

the families and the near and dear ones of the journalists are completely unadequate, we totally respect the 

profession of journalism and we totally approve the fact the journalists being member of the third pillar of 

the state needs special protection and scrutiny. According to the international report, Pakistan is considered 

to be one of the most dangerous places for journalists to work. This is something which should be dealt 

with an iron hand and should be dealt with immediate effect. So, effort should be taken as the government 

earlier promised that we will take no stone unturned in order to assure the journalists are provided security 

in the fullest and the finest manner and we have done that because instead of more resolutions on that we 

are coming on a concrete form of Bill when an enacted will become a law and will ensure the maximum 

protection, security, dignity and welfare to the journalists. We also show that in the coming sessions we 

will be introducing the similar legislation, the piece of legislation in the coming days so that we can assure 

all the honourable parliamentarians sitting in the Parliament that the human rights are being taken care of 

and international standards of the human rights are being taken into consideration while providing any kind 

of security and kind of assistance to the journalists to the women, to the children of this country. 

 The government is strongly committed to introduce whatever it takes any kind of Bill in the 

coming years as well. We have also drafted a certain legislation relating to women, relating to the 



elimination of the corporeal punishment for the children but due to time constraint we have been giving 

more time to the private members’ bill so that may be taking care of accordingly and is a democratic duty. 

We have also assured by introducing this Bill in this House that SHO of any particular area would be 

responsible for providing this particular safety to the country. We have divided injuries which are 

conflicted on the journalists in case of performance of their duties into the major, minor and serious injuries 

and we have assured that the relative compensation is granted to a particular individual in case of any 

injury inflicted upon him in this manner. While devising a method of treatment caused. We have devised a 

method that how much cost will have to be spent on a particular event on the death, major injury or minor 

injury and the treatment cost in any case will have to be borne by the government in any case. So we have 

devised the specific policy and I request the honorable Youth Parliamentarians to give it effect and turn it 

into Act so that the journalists’ protection can be assured and we can proudly say that Youth Parliament has 

done its job. Thank you very much. 

 Madam Speaker: The Opposition Leader. 

�jeincorporation   \º� \e\ اy[ے vs²°ے dے e \�Z§jVے ا�zر ! Zlڈم s�Zxd  :�ہ� lہjok\T� sب   

Zlں اس sVsVا�� �olٹjbl ge ��j� sرjbeد and we have no problem with this policy.   j[se ®ZV ہے 

  ہgں۔��vsہ۔

 Madam Speaker: The honourable Prime Minister sahib. 

 Mr. Hashim Azim (Prime Minister): Madam Speaker, I think everything is quite clear and it 

should be put for voting. Thank you. 

 Madam Speaker: Let me put this Bill for voting. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: This House unanimously passes this Bill. I now request Mr. Tabraiz Sadiq Mari 

to introduce a Private Member’s Bill to provide for compulsory declaration of income and assets by public 

officers on yearly basis. 

 Mr. Tabraiz Sadiq Mari: Madam Speaker, I am introducing hereby a Bill to provide for 

compulsory declaration of income and assets by public officers on yearly basis, whereas it is expedient for 

assistance in the deduction and prevention of corrupt behaviours and conflict of interest in the public 

administration, building a climate of integrity in public service and posing public confidence in the 

integrity of the government. It is hereby enacted as follows: 

i) This Act may be called as the compulsory declaration of income and assets by public 

officers Act 2012. 

ii) It shall apply to all the subjects of Federal Government including the military and the 

judiciary. 

iii) It shall come into force at once. 

Section – 2, definitions: 

i) In this Act unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context. 



a) Asset means property both moveable and immoveable having market value of more 

than rupees five hundred thousand on the 30th day of June whereby the assets are 

being declared. 

b) Declaration means under section iii, part (c) prescribed means, prescribed by the 

rules and (d) public office holders means a person who holds an office in connection 

with the affairs of the federal and is being paid from the public exchequer. 

Section iii) declaration of assets; on the commencement of this Act every public officer holder 

having assets of accumulated value of rupees five hundred thousand or more on the 30th day of 

June of each year shall file a declaration to parliamentary standing committee on asset 

declaration/disclosure and investigation to be constituted by the Chairman Senate and the Speaker 

National Assembly. 

Section iv) verification and audit of declaration; the parliamentary committee shall select 10% of 

all the declaration through a computerized ballot for the purpose of actual and physical 

verification. 

 Subsection ii, the public office holders whose declaration is selected under sub-section (i) shall be 

given a notice of no less than 15 days and he shall produce all requisite documents to support his 

declaration. 

 Section iv), penalty for failure to furnish declaration of income and assets. A public office holder 

who without any reasonable excuse fails to file a declaration or on before the specific time period shall be 

liable for suspension until the declaration is so filed. 

 Section vi), punishment for false, misleading or less declaration of assets; a public office holder 

who deliberately makes a false/ forged declaration or under valued declaration as compared to the market 

value of the assets with approximately variation of no less than 10% on the date of declaration shall be 

punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 5 years or forfeiture assets of whole. 

 vii), Procedure;  the provisions of code of criminal procedure in the 1988 Act V of 1898 shall 

mutatis mutandis apply of any proceedings under this Act. 

 Now I will come to the statement of object and the reasons; according to me corruption is the 

biggest problem facing Pakistan today and according to different surveys including the transparency 

international Pakistan loses approximately 7 trillion rupees annually due to corruption. Now when we speak 

of corruption, we know that corruption is spread from the very top tier to the very bottom. However, we 

need to make sure that corruption is handled, corruption is reduced and for that we have to bring forward 

certain legislative amendments. Public Officers are targeted for corruption and public officers may include 

judiciary as well and it may include the military as well. That is why I have mentioned these. Even when 

we visited the Supreme Court of Pakistan yesterday, my question to the honourable Chief Justice of 

Pakistan pertained to this part when he told me that there are no provisions for this in the Constitution of 

Pakistan. So, hereby with this Bill, the Army and the judiciary will also be liable for the declaration of their 

assets. Secondly, I would like to tell the honourable members of the House that currently under the Army 

Act 1952, the Army declares its assets in it’s internally audit. Similarly the assets of judiciary are internally 

audited. So, if the politicians or if the political parties or the normal citizens of Pakistan are required to file 



their assets under Income Tax Ordinance 2001 then I believe that all the members of the society specially 

those who are drawing the money from national exchequer they should also bring forward their assets for 

accountability. Thank you. 

 Madam Speaker: The honourable Opposition Leader. 

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok :  ۔s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs�� je ¼Zy ے اسz پ�experience   j� gہ jZe ہ� �ktax 

reforms or on budget and economic reforms   sV debate   g[ ے][ رہے setime and again   � تj^ ہv ںZl اس

]g§ sV  gگ ^Zٹ[ے ہZں   key positionاور اس Zlں gk  ہs¤ jzgورi ہZں  estructural reformsہ ��e رہ\ ][\ 

definitely   iرjcہthird world country   ہv ر�zے اecommon practice   ہے اورthis is prevalent   gk بjok ہe

Zlں zjk ¼Zy gk\ ہg]\ ہے اس   jesdnational exchequerرi   �ہ��vاران ہg]ے ہZں وہ gdدا se د�vے ہZں اور 

 sVcompromise  ںZے ہ[se رےgV داتjÀl ےoVے اe se  اورfinancial gains   ge اس ¼Zy ہv ں اورZہ \[gہ

magnify and ignite   ہے اور jرہ� j[gہ \]�vد j]�vہ دv  ،ہے \�vد seright from above to hierarchy   ں �پZl

۔ ا�v sہ b² s�Z�� gk°ہ ہے vs� gkڈ ^jk Y]ے ہZں  e �deventually corruptے �Zk �dے �Zzے �]ے رہ�ے ہZں 

eے �g�gارے se ¿ckوا�Zں   assetsاoVے  eے اوannual basis   sVہg]ے ہZں ا�s وہ   dabove   sVstartے  ١٧

 gktax authorities   ںZہ \[gہ ¼Zy ہv ےd اس g[ assure  \� ے�jk gہ  \�ge ےd حs² ہ اسefinancial 

embezzlement  �� \e ٹÀ� ے�ZV gk ہے، �پ \[gر ہ�zے اe ہ اداروںv ہے اور \[gہ ہv ہے اور \[gں ہZl �

ہے   common practice^[\ دº� \]�v\ ہے، اس ysy \�je jeہ ہے eہ vہ   �Z§immoveable propertyے ہZں اور 

zہZں ہjy \zgہZZں، وہ vہ   politicizeہZں، Zlں اس jzjeم zہZں §jy joZہ��zgZe jہ v¼Zyں   builder، اuv ^ڑے l}ہgر 

jok ہe j][ joہe ہv je ں اور انZے ہ[se لjc��dںاZے ہ�vد j�§ ےZہV ے�Zz ےe ںgT�j� ب وہ  \e ے انd ںgZہV اور

slاد vہ ][\ eہ jokب kہjں j�Ty j�ZV sV ہے ، y j�ZV ]ے ہZں اور kہjں sV دوsdے �Àٹ اور ]��Ty ��jے ہZں 

 Z^ sVٹ[ے ہg]ے  v gk positionsہ ]���j �ہ��vاران §ے رہے ہg]ے ہZں   Definitelyوہ وہjں sV وہ y ]ے ہZں۔ 

  �Z§ selandmark stepے ہZں ]v gہ اadopt   uvا�s ہ� اس ge ہZں۔  Zlں اس ہjؤس Zlں vہ ^jت jy jzseہ�j ہgں eہ 

 j� gہ towards the strengthening of the democracy   ہ�T^transparency and accountability   ںZl uTl اس \]^

  ^ڑهے �\۔ ��vsہ۔

 Madam Speaker: The honourable Prime Minister sahib. 

   �Z� ��jب  ہjok)sٹ�ol ا��sV :(ہb�j� s�Zxd بjok ! \ہ¥ ہ^ uvہ اvsignificance   jeissue   �k ہے

اس ! j^ \eت º� \e\۔ b�j� s�Zxdہ Zldeclaration of income and assets of public officers on yearly basisں 

 \e ںgÕjÕا gk ںZldeclaration   ،وہہے transparency assure  ےZ§ ےe ےzse ے  ہےzj�§ ےZہV ³T´ ��§j^ اور

ہº� g\ ہZں ان zse ��h geے   engravedہjcرے �dٹ� eے ا�zر  وا§\ ^jت º� \e\ اور اس  s²ح gk \e رواjvت 

 ے �jاور اgÕjÕں j�V ge �d je §�ہassets   \epublic declaration   \� g۔ e �kے §Zے vہ jk jZe ��e �d رہj ہے

اس dے   he will be disclosing his assets, he will be announcing it ہaccountable   ،j� gاور ہ�o^ sہ 

transparency   jeissue solve   ،ہے j��d gہensure   ؤسjہ �^ �ZÀl \ہ¥ ہ^ uvے اZ§ ےe ہے اور اس j��d gہ

  Zlں ¾jZ� jv ہے۔

 Madam Speaker: Thank you. Let me put this Bill to the House for voting. 

 Mr. Tausif Abbasi: Madam Speaker, on a point of order I want to say  



 gk ہeBill   پ�voting   ےZ§ ےeput  ںZہ \[se  ge اسprovision wise put   ËzjV \e �^ uvا sں۔ ا�vse jZe

provisions   ہe ںZہ \��d ہہe پ� g[ ںZہprovision one  ں۔vse ںjz ہv ںjپ ہ� sV  uvرے ^� اgV ہe ںvse ہz j�vا

e seے اس jVس seوا §Zں۔ ہe ª� \�e ge \�e j��d gے �ge ªT��l\ ا��sاض ہg۔ vہ اput   uvہ\ د��ہ 

constitutional way  ہے۔  

 Madam Speaker: Ok, how many clauses you have? These are seven. Then I put clause-1 before the 

House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 1 formed part of the Bill. 

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok : s�Zxd ڈمZl ! ے اورd ارش �پ¼� uvں اZlparticularly Tausif Abbasi sahib 

jyہZے اور  ہZcں اس procedure adopt  jzse  \e ¼ZyہZں ہZcں Vہ  وا¾   dBillsےjy jzseہ�j ہgں eہ jd \�jeرے 

training   ہe ہے j�y �y j�V  ںZcہ Y�Z§ ہے \ovدclause by clause put  ں۔Zے ہ[se  

 Madam Speaker: But that is a process and this is the way,he is right 

 \e اور اب اسpractice  ں۔Zے ہ[se  

  Now I put Clause 2 before the House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 2 stands part of the Bill. Now I put Clause-3 before the House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 3 stands part of the Bill. Now I put Clause-4 before the House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 4 stands part of the Bill. Now I put Clause-5 before the House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 5 stands part of the Bill. Now I put Clause-6 before the House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 6 stands part of the Bill. Now I put Clause-7 before the House. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Clause 7 stands part of the Bill. I think, this House passes this Bill. 

 Now I would now request Mr. Tauseef Ahmed Abbasi, Mr. Siraj Memon, Miss Anam Zia, Mr. 

Amer Abbas Tauri, Mr. Najeeb Abid Baloch, Naseeb Akhtar Chinnar, Mrs. Aisha Farooq, Miss Shaheer 

Jalil Albasit, Mr. Umair Najam and Mr. Ali Raza to introduce a Private Member Bill; further to amend the 

Pakistan Penal Code 1860 and Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898. Yes, Mr. Tauseef Ahmed Sahib. 

 Mr. Tauseef Ahmed: Thank you Madam Speaker. A Bill further to amend the Pakistan Penal 

Code, 1860 and the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898. 

 Whereas it is expedient further to amend the Pakistan Penal Code 1860 and the Code of the 

Criminal Procedure 1898, Act V for the purpose hereafter appearing. It is hereby enacted as follows: 

 Clause-1, Short Title and the Commencement; 

1) This Act may be called the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act 2012. 

2) It shall come into force at once 



Clause-2, Amendment of this section 89 of 1860 in the Pakistan Penal Code 1860, Section 89, the 

following shall be change to; Section 89 prohibition of corporal act with or without the consent of the 

guardian. No corporal act can be done for the benefit of a person under 12 years of age or of unsound mind 

by or by consent either expressed or employed of the guardian or other person having lawful charge of that 

person either by reason of any harm which it may cause or be intended by the doer to cause or be known by 

the doer to be likely to cause to that person. Parental force shall be lawful as long as it is used to promote 

well being of a child but it should not be on the extreme level that the life of the child falls in danger.  

Explanation 1; Corporal Act means  punishment as any punishment by which physical force is 

used with the intention of causing some degree of pain or discomfort whole of life. 

 Explanation 2; No guardian other than the parents of the child can use physical force. 

 Explanation 3; Reasonable force or confinement of child is privileged if parent reasonably 

believes that the use of force is necessary for control, training or education. 

 Explanation 4; If corporal punishment found unreasonable parent may be criminally liable for. 

 Explanation 5; Corporal Act is to be considered under harassment and invigorant fear and violent 

behaviour in person less than 12 years of age. 

 Amendment of the schedule 2 Act 5 of 1898, in the Code of the Criminal Procedure 1898 Act 5 in 

schedule 2, sub-clause (a) for the entire relating of section 328(a) in column 7 the following change should 

be taken place, the column 7 is replaced by, ‘imprisonment which may extend to 3 years and with fine 

which extend to 50,000/- rupees. 

 Statement of objective and reasons; Pakistan ratified the United Nation Convention on the rights 

of the children UNCRC in 1990 and is under obligation to follow  its provisions to undertake this task, 

existing laws are required to be harmonized with the UNCRC to affectively initiate requisite action for 

meeting the standard set forth under the UNCRC. 

 Section 89 of the Pakistan Penal Code 1860 empowers parents, teachers and other guardians to use 

moderate and reasonable corporal punishment as a mean to correct the behaviour of the children below age 

12. 

 The particular section of the penal law is coiled with and there are many loopholes such as it 

provides immunity to any action done in welfare of child. Provision of this section is exploited by violators 

especially teachers, guardians and parents who find it a means of escape. The salient features of the 

proposed Act are; 

i) It provides protection for children from corporal punishment. 

ii) It makes the punishment severe as both life imprisonment and fine will be imposed as a 

punishment. 

iii) Prohibiting corporal punishment will enable security to children and shall help in a 

downward trend to violent behaviour in the society. 

s�Zxd ڈمZl ! \d iڑg][ \e ں اسZl ابexplanation   j� ںgہjy jovد \e ہ اسej[background  ے�jk � ےoljd ۔

 jZe ضs� \]^ ےTہV ےz ںZl ہe ے�Zk ہeUNCRC   ں ہ�Zl1990   ےdcommitted   ےe اس gk    ہe  ںZہ

rules and procedures for under 12 years of age children   ہ� ge ے ہے اسZ§ ےefollow   ںZہ �o^jV ےe ےzse



اuv اd \�c�¯�^ Y�Z§ j�vے gdا�ے j��ejVن eے ]jcم u§jcl ان ¯gاse �c� sV YZz]ے ہZں §s� Y�Zف j��ejVن 

^jZoدg² iر  vہ\ وkہ ہے eہ �ج ہ� §g�gں v geہ ^� ¾V jzڑا ہے۔ z g�¾ geہZں �jV seے۔ uTllaws ہے eہ  gk ان 

 parents, teachers andہے Section 89  gkوہ  e seے اس ہjؤس Zlں §ے se ��ے ہZں   ��j�l gk sVidentify ہ� 

other guardians   ge empower   ےe ںg�^ ےoVہ وہ اe ہے j[sebehaviours   gecorrect   uvاmoderate and 

reasonable corporal punishment   \�ge ںZl اس Y�Z§  ںZے ہ��d دے ge ںg�^ ےoVاdimension   ں ہےZہz ²ے

 \o�e ہ وہereasonable  ہے \��d gے ہ��d jk ںZہz ے ��ےd اور وہ اس YZzاg¯ د��ہ ان \ºe ہe ںZے ہ�zjk ۔ �پ

 geparents, teachers and other guardians   ےd فs² \eviolate   ¥¯ں اس وZl نj��ejV ہے۔ jZ� jZe  �e¾ uvا

 \oVا \�ge je ہ انz ہے اور s]� \�ge ہz je ں، انZے ہ[gd ںZl ںgZT� \e نj��ejV gk ںZے ^�ے ہ�vہ¼ار ا s�d

families  se gراض ہjz ہے وہ ªT�[ ےd gk \e ںgZeح §ڑs² \dں ۔ اZے ہ[jk ڑg]y ge وںs]� ےoVا

kidnapping   gk ےd حs² ہے اور اسissues  ںZے ہ�Z§ �ok  ںv¼Zy ہv ےd ہkو \e ےzgہ ہz YZzاg¯ رےjcہ 

take over   gk ہe ںgہjy joہe ںZl ں۔Zرہ\ ہ seNational Commission for Human Rights   sV اس ge ہے اس

action   gk ںjرے ہjcہ ہeےZہjy joZ§human rights  \رہ gں ہjvف ورز h \e  ے اور�jk jZe بj^�d je ں انZہ

 \�ge ںZl Yc¤ اسaction   \�ge se ے§report  ےse رjZ[ Y{Zce \]^sV ں اسZl ۔  ��e §j�lںZ  j� ںgہjy jovد

 gk ہerecent days   ge �k  ہ�^ uvں اZl نjh sn� je لjd �y ں۔Zہ \�gر وا¯¿ ہ�zے اe \ٹ�jdgd gk ںZl

 sV ے][jl ےe ں اسZl ے ا§¼امe iرgy jZ� jvjc]� ںZl لg�d رےgV se ��§ ہv iا د¼d ge ےd حs² اور اس

 uvح اs² \d۔ ا\º�13  jZ� jvjٹ�§ jا§ٹ ge ہے اور اس jZe iرgy نg�  ےz ہ اسe j][ ا§¼ام sV نjh رj¯و je لjd

 \e ے اسd حs² ے ، اسº� ے�j�xy  م راڈs� �[jd ےe اور اسharassment   je ٹZV رjl s]V اور \º� \e

دس jdل eے اuv ^�ے jz je �k geم d �ZThے ^[\ j�zل دjZ� jv۔ اs² \dح gdات Zlں اuv ٹz s�Zے g�dل 

][ے ]g اzہgں zے اس dے ^jت se رہg[  j][ j اس sV ٹjz ��j� s�Zراض ہº� gے   classmateاj][ Ð وہ اoVے 

s�Zxd ڈمZl ہے۔ jvل دj�z ےd لg�d se ٹZV رjl !  uvا^[\ اrecent incident Zl ںgہjy jz¾ ںZl �T� ےe ں �پ

 ØZ�� ںZl لg�d ٹ� اورdgہ ge �k  �§j² uv۔ اj� treat   ےz اس  g[ jZ� jZe ںZہz disappoint   دgh se gہ

 gkon ہjcر�jdgd iٹ\ Zlں روز ^sوز ہg رہے ہZں §Y�Z ا�vے ^ے �jcر وا¯�jت ہZں ! Zlڈم se \{e s�Zxd §\۔

record  رjcپ اور ہ� gk ںZے ہ[gوہ\ ہ Y�Z§ ںZے ہ[gس ہjV ےoff the record   ں۔ انZت ہj�¯ر واjc� ے ^ے�vا

  Zlں �پ dے ^jت jy jzseہ رہj][ j ہzgے jyہZZں e �kے §Zے  Zylaws¼وں zse ��h geے eے §Zے 

   g[ ںv¼Zy ��e ےz ںZl ۔j][ jہ رہjy jzse ںZ[j^ اور YZ[ ں دوZl ے � وہe اسon the record   ge پ�

 Y�Z§ ںZہ \�j�^ gk ہe ںZہ \]^ \�vا ��eyoung people   ںZہ  gksuicide attempt   ںZے ہ[se because of 

academic pressure   ںZl وںs]� اورrelationship problems   ں اورZے ہ[gہdiscouragement society   ں روزZl

k \وز ^ڑه�s^j ں۔ رہ\ ہےZے رہے ہ[gہ ®ZV ےTº�l \�je ےd ہkو \e ے اور اسe ں  اسg�^ ان iرjcوہ ہ �

jo^ gk ہgا ہے وہ روز ^sوز ہZں §Y�Z ہjcرا �d gkٹ� اس gxd geرٹ j[se ہے  g[high ^ہ¥   dexpectationsے 

weak   ںgZe j� وںse ��h ge svs°[ \oVا sV \dں اZl ں۔Zرہے ہ jk ڑه�ے^ ��j�l ہv ےd ہkو \e �k ہے jرہ gہ

  ��vsہ۔ i ہZں۔se د  Zl jًbvs°[explainں zے jdرv¼Zy iں 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :ں؟Zہ رہ\ ہjy joہe jZe پ� \k  



  sbcl نg[jh ز¼�l : ہv اsZlpoint of order   ںZl ؤسjہ �k ہe ہےpaper   g[ ے�jk jڑهV ��e ےd ےTہV

 ¼Zy ہv ںZl ہe ہے iورs¤ \oZ§ زتjkا \e اسpaper  ں۔gہ jہ رہjy joڑهV ےd  

   �Z�g[ بjok\djb� :s�Zxd ڈمZl ! ،ٹol uvپ ^� ا� sا� Y�Z§ ہے \e تj^ \]yا iے ^ڑz ہls��l

 s�l ں ہےZہz ورتs¤ \e زتjkا g[ ےZ§ ےe ہ اسe ےZہjy jzgہ j�V  ge ہls��l g[ je اس g[ ںZڑه  رہے ہV

  �ge\ دوZy isd¼ ہے V \�ge ge �kڑهjy joہ�j ہے ]s]V g اس eے Zl ªT��lڈم s¤ jzj�^ ge s�Zxdورi ہے۔

  s�Zxd ڈمZl :vs�� ہے uZ]ف۔ٹ �hب ا¼� ��j¯ \k ہ۔  

  \T� sہlب �ہ�jok : s�Zxd ڈمZl ! iscا�sVےz ںgہzا \][ ¥lg�� \e \ا§ہ ¼vوsV ںZl بjnoV �k

§jZ ۔ دvہ\ � ¯gں Zlں vہ ��Tº�l je �vہ ہے eہ اÍ[jdہ وہjں   e ¼§g�dground breaking initiativeے §Zے اuv ^ڑا 

jk \e]\ ہے،  vہjں ]e uہ �[e sے §Zے gdدا   physical harassmentاور g§g�dں Zlں  k sV د ^oے ہg]ے ہZں

g�ol �Tdاzے eے §Zے ^[\ y[gٹے ^�gں j[jk jnZ]^ ge ہے اور اzہZں اjc��dل jk jZe]j ہے۔ اzہgں zے g§g�dں 

 \]yا uvا sہj^ ےephrase   ہe \ا�g]�§‘رjZV ںZہz رjl ’ uvہ اvinitiative   j][ہے jZ� jvj]eں دZcے ہd اور اس 

 uvا sV ں انZے ہ[gے ہ�^ gk ںZl ہ اسepsychological pressure  ہے j[gہ  \e ف انs� ہz gkgrowth   ےe

 ge ر ان�zاhamper   ہ�T^ ہے j[seover the years   \e ان gkwell balanced personality   uvےاZہjy \zgہ

v g[ uہ Vہj][ gT۔ دوsdا Vہv gTہ ہے ، اس je اzj��ejVv\  �ہd ¥Z�Z� \e ¥vsے وہ اdے �z ��jہZں ��d seے

 ہg]ے ہZں   dparents or guardiansے ]�ªT رj�]e ہgں وہjں eKPK   gkہ ہjcرے ��e � ¯ے ہZں �Zkے eہ Zlں 

they use to be very authoritative   \�je اورauthoritative   ںZے ہ[gاور  ہat certain times   ہے j[gہ j�vہ اe

�e  �[jd ےe ںg�^ہے j[jk jvد se د�{[ \دہ ہjvہ\ � ز je \]^۔ اrecent incident   ےz   ��j� �§ہ واe ا ہےgہ

 jvٹ دje \]^ Êjz ن اورje ےe ںg�^ رjy YZ[ ےoVاjvد se ��¯ ےz اس \]^ ge igZ^ \oVاور ا gk \e حs² ۔ اس

corporal punishment   ��§j^ ںZcہ ge ہے اسdiscourage  vا uvے اور اZہjy jzse j�comprehensive law   jzgہ

 uvا g[ ں ہےZl ءj°[ے ارd ے�s� \�je ہTº�l ہv \]^ے اZہjycomprehensive document   ہv ےZ§ ےe ےzjo^

 uvہ اv \�¯ہے اور وا jرہ jk jZelandmark   uvاور ا j� gہstep forward  j� gہ\ �¼ارش ہے اور ہv isZl ۔ it 

should be put for the voting. Thank you.  

 Madam Speaker: I suspend the rules of business of this House to put this Bill for voting-agenda 

No.5. 

(Motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: This House unanimously passes this Bill. I would now request Miss Shaheera 

Albasit to kindly introduce the Private Members’ Bill, further to amend the National Commission for 

Human Rights Act 2012. 

 Miss Shaheera Albasit: Thank you. Madam! This is a Bill, further to amend the National 

Commission for Human Rights Act 2012. 

 Whereas it is expedient further to amend the National Commission for Human Rights Act 2012. 

  s�Zxd ڈمZl : gk  فs� پ�amendment  ں۔Z�j�^ ªT��l ےe ہے اس  

 Miss Shaheera Albasit: Amendment No. 2. Amendments in Chapter, establishment of 

Commission for Human Rights. Article 3; establishment of Commission. Clause 2; paragraph (a) should be 

replaced with ‘a chairperson who qualified to be a Judge of the Supreme Court or a person having 



demonstrable knowledge or practical experience in matters relating to human rights with the compulsion of 

an academic qualification in the related fields. 

 After paragraph ‘e’ insert paragraph ‘f’, paragraph ‘g’ and paragraph ‘h’ as follows. 

 Paragraph ‘f’; an Islamic scholar or a person having demonstrable knowledge of Islamic rational. 

Paragraph ‘g’; other than the chairperson, ‘ a member who is sitting or a retired judge, judge of the 

Supreme Court and a member who is sitting or retired Chief Justice of the High Court. 

 Paragraph ‘h’; a member who is a representative of the civil society chosen from the association of 

lawyers, doctors, journalists, traders, students or NGOs by the Commission. 

 Clause 3, afterwards ‘not less than 40 years of age insert ‘and not more than 60 years of each’. 

 Amendment 3; Amendment in Chapter 3, management, procedure of the Commission. Article 9, 

functions of the Commission. Paragraph ‘j’ afterwards ‘bodies or committees’ insert ‘and submit 

independent reports directly to the United Nation’s bodies or committees. 

 Number 4, amendments in Chapter 4, inquiries and investigations. Article 14, procedure with 

respect to armed forces. 

 Clause 2; afterwards ‘deem appropriate’ insert ‘and of the Federal Government actions in this 

course don’t satisfy the commission, the commission may proceed to enquire into the complaint on its own. 

Article 50; Procedure with respect to intelligence agencies. 

Clause 1; should be replaced with, the functions of the Commission did not potentially include 

inquiring into the actual practices of intelligence agencies but if a complaint is made to the Commission 

alleging that an act of such agency is contrary to any human right, the Commission shall refer the complaint 

to the concerned competent authority and shall seek a report from that authority in a stipulated time. If the 

said authority fails to satisfy the Commission, the Commission shall seek a report from the federal 

government. Now I shall finally come to the statement of objects and reasons. 

The establishment of National Commission for Human Right is a monumental achievement for the 

safeguard of human rights in Pakistan. The Institution of National Human Rights Commission must be 

given utmost empowerment to ensure its unbiased an autonomous functioning. The amendments proposed 

shall strengthen the Commission as a legitimate, sovereign, popular and an accessible institution. Thank 

you. 

 Madam Speaker: The honourable Opposition Leader sahib. 

\T� sہl ب �ہ�jok: s�Zxd ڈمZl ! �^ ہv sV ق ہے ۔ اسg°� \zj�zا�ے اs^ Y{Zceefforts   ں۔Zہ \º� \e

 gk ےe اسmovers    ، ںZے رہ�ے ہ[se ªZ°�[ sV رg² �°��l ں وہZہfacts  ے��d g³ ہT´ رj]be \]be  ں، انZہ

 sVreservations   uvا sV اس Y�Z§ ںZہ \��d gہ \]^good effort   ہe ہے j[gا ہ�ZV �[ g[ الgd ہے۔ \º� \e

vetting, drafting   \e ں  اور انZد ہgkgl ںjہv دgh  ��j� نgzj¯ svہ وزe ںgZe ںgہ ��j�l \�ge ےe ہsZ´و

contribution  ں ہےZl �^ اس \]^ therefore, I request you kindly put it for the vote. 

 Madam Speaker: I suspend the rules of business of this House to put this Bill for voting. There are 

four amendments to it. So I put before the House Amendment No.1 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: So, Amendment No. 1 is adopted. Now I put Amendment No.2. 



(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: So, Amendment No.2 is adopted. Now I put Amendment No.3. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: So, Amendment No.3 is adopted. Now I put Amendment No. 4. 

(The motion was carried) 

 Madam Speaker: Resultantly, Amendment No.4 is adopted. Consequently the Bill is passed. 

 Now I would request Mr. Yasir Riaz, Mr. Fahud Mazar Ali, Mr. Tabraiz Marri, Mr. Jamal Nasir 

Jami, Mr. Muhammad Tamur Shah, Mr. Hunain Ali Qadri to introduce a Private Member’s Bill, further to 

amend Charitable Endowment Act 1980. I request one of the Movers kindly introduce the Bill. 

 Mr. Yasir Riaz (YP12---): I have a small request before introducing the Bill, the word I have used 

for ‘respected Chairperson and Secretariat in my last speech, I request that I regret on it and say that that 

should be deleted from the proceeding. 

 Madam Speaker: Please expunge those words. 

 This is Charitableہے   printing mistakeدوj^ isdت vہ ہے eہ اس Zlں : jokب sdjv رjvض

Endowment Act 1890 and not 1980.  

 Madam Speaker: Now you should read the amendments. 

 Mr. Yasir Riaz: Chairtable Endowment Act No. 6 of 1890 after Section 5 the following Section 

4(a) shall be inserted namely; the federal government will ensure to bring the charitable trust associated 

with the government entities including armed forces of Pakistan, self-accounting entities budgeted by 

government and public sector entities under the national accountability procedure. These procedures will 

include appointment of officer or officers to supervise any misuse of authority by the entity associated with 

the trust and the audit of the financial resources by the Auditor General of Pakistan. 

ہfoundations register   \[gاور   etrustہ j��ejVن Zlں �ج ]o�k uے vہ ہے   backgroundاس Zl ! jeڈم 

seا�ے   introduceدور Zlں   eActs Britishے ]�¥ ہg]ے ہZں۔ vہ   Acts 1860, 1861 then 1884 and 1890ہZں vہ 

 etrustsے ]�¥ ^gc�§jم vہ  ��d se Act 1884ے ہZں۔   º�trusts business as well revenue generateے ][ے ۔ vہ 

register  ے دورe ¥lg�� ہZzj²s^ ں۔Zے ہ[jk ےZe  j]ال اٹgd ہv ںZl وہ jZe ںZزم ہ l gk ےe ہZzj²s^ ہ�Tl  ہe

 \�e trust   jv foundation  ےe ں اور انZے ہ��d Y^ ہ¡� jebusiness  ںZے ہ��d ں �¡ہ §ےZl  je ان g[law  

 ge ¼Zy اس allow   uvے وہ اZ§ ۔ اسj][ j[se ںZہzseparate Charitable Endowment Act 1890   ے][ ے�¾ k �

 gk ¥�[ ےerelated government entities   ے وہ][business   ��^ ےe ےoo^ نj��ejVے۔][ے[se  �kcommon 

law   رےjd رg² ےelaw   ںZl نj��ejV geeg�¾ jZ jZ�¾ ہv g[ ء jZ� � ر�zے اe ن j��ejV \]^ gk ےd ¥اور ^ہ

 retired person  jvserving person۔ وہ اoVے zہZں ��d seے  g�businessرoczٹ eے ادارے ہZں �cً  ان eے §gگ 

 \ewelfare   ��e ےZ§ ےetrust register   \e ں وہ اسZے ہ[sewelfare   ��e ےZ§ ےetrust registered   ے[se

eے ]goZں  �رl\ وsZÀTv ٹdsٹ،   armed forceہZں وہ اس وہ اس ا�vٹ eے ]�¥ ر�kٹse s]ے ہZں  e Ykے ا�zر 

�، Y{vڈzؤj� ہvs�^ ٹ اداروںoczرg� s�vے � وہ دe ں۔ اسZم ہjc[ ہv اور Y{vڈzؤj� YZہj \]^ ےetrust   ےo^

۔ اس sV ہjcرg� iرoczٹ jVرٹ\ s² \eف dے اuv ہ�gے ہZں gk ان e\ وe sZÀTvے §Zے jeم se]ے ہZں

resolution   ےdاور ا \][ \��detail   ںZldiscuss   ¥�[ ےe ٹ ادارےoczرg� \�e �k j][ jZ� jZe uvا



affiliated trust  د ہےgkgl   je ¼Zy اس sV ںjوہ g[chance   \رٹj][ا ge ے اسz ٹoczرg� gk ہe ہے j[gد ہgkgl

 ge ہے وہ اس iدmisuse   gk ge  Y{vڈzؤj� \oVے اe sebusiness   رہ\ ہے se ہ��j� ge اسprovide   ں �ے۔vse

 ��e \e اسexamples   \]^ provide  ں۔ دوZ][ ںºZ� \e ڈo� je sٹ�Zd ٹoczرg� gk ہe \][ \º� \e تj^ ہv isd

 je ہے اسhidden flow private sector fund    فs� ہv ہے ۔ j[gف ہs² \earmed forces   u[ ے اداروںe

gkglد ہZں۔ اs² \dح zہ   ��lTrustود zہZں ہے ^�Tہ gdل اور �gرoczٹ  eے ^ہ¥ dے ا�vے اداروں  eے 

º� \e\ ہے ^�Tہ ہjcرresolution unanimously pass   gk \e �zjo� iاس eے اوs�  sVف vہ eہ jVر§ocZٹ Zlں

 sV ر ^[\ اس�zے اe ٹ\ ہے اسZcedebate   sV اور اس \�gہconsensus   ہv ۔jZ� ہvjVprivate member Bill   اس

وہ   seincluding armed forces رہj ہے eہ اس s²ح eے ]jcم ادارے   gzj¯amendment proposeن eے ا�zر vہ 

 joVاstatus   ےoVں اور اZ]eار رs¯s^ g[employees   Y�Z§ ںZ]eار رs¯s^ ge ے انZ§ ےe sºZÀTvو \e ےe اس

 ªT��laccountability procedure   gk ے�jk jvjo^civilian authority   ےeunder   اور gہAuditor General of 

Pakistan   je انaudit  \�ge ں اورZ�d ��vٹ  دoczرg� gk ہe ے�d jk j]�vہ دv ںZl �k ے�jk jvjo^ ٹ��d j�vا

eے   e gebusinessہZں vہ   eauthority\ ہے اس   eauthority provideے ادارے  ہZں ان g� gk geرoczٹ zے 

k رہے se ںZہz g[ لjc��dے اZ§ je ہ اسv ں۔Zہ \º� iں دZ§j�l ںZl \¤jl \e �rational   ےZ§ ےe ہے اور اس

  jZ� jZe ®ZV ہے۔  vBillہ 

 Madam Speaker:  Thank you. Yes, Opposition Leader sahib. 

  \T� sہl ب �ہ�jok: ے]nl ۔s�Zxd ڈمZl ہvs��Mobilink   uvے اeproject   ¿¯gl je ےzse مje ںZl

 gk ںZcں ہZl ےT�Td ۔ اس lregion assign   وہ jZefortunately or unfortunately cantonment    j][ jvsvا jZe ںjوہ

 \e ہsZ´ں وgbc]e ��e ےe ان sVsites   je ان sV ںjں ، وہZ][rent system   ےe ےzse  �¡z ےbc]e اور j][

operational procedure   sVnegotiation   �yہg]ے ہZں ۔ اس eے ^�� ان eے   j^yearly contractsرے Zlں ان eے 

 �k ہe   y j�V sV ںj۔ وہ\][ \رہbuilding   sVpole   ہے وہ jZ� jZe ڑا]eArmy Welfare Trust   ےeunder   \[�

 \e ہے اور اسdeal   \e ںjوہconcerned authority   uvے اz ںZl g[ ہv ہے۔ \�gے ہdexample   �k ہے iد

 joVں اZlpersonal experience  ں۔gہ jرہ j�^  iں وہ ^ڑZہ ہ°v�� ہ{�j� �lprofound war strategist   ں اورZہ

zہ   Zl ،updateں ��vj ا]e joے ا�zر وا�� g[jhن ہZں، ا^[\ ��oy �vj اje uv ا¤�jہ ہjZ� g ہgVSouth Asia   gرے 

e\ ڈ�ZlPh.D   \e ��j� isں   eSouth Asiaے اوwar strategies   sVاور   military warfareہgں okہgں zے 

eے lucrative business openly or hidden   ªT��lے ^ڑ eے  militaryہے۔ ^ہj�sل  وہ اj�e \oVب Zlں 

progress iے ^ڑz ںgہz۔ ا\�j�^detail   ںZl sہے ا� j]�§ ےdin figure  ےdاmention  \�je ےZ§ ےe اس g[ وںse

ہº� g\ ہے ۔   edebateے اوresolution  \�je sVو¯¥ درjeر ہY�Z§ j� g اس s¤ \eورت zہZں ہے gZeں eہ اس

vj�^ ےz ںgہzہ اe jFauji fertilizer   ہe gkArmy Welfare Trust   uo^ is��� ہe ے�Zk  ںZادارے ہ \Tvے ذe

 \�je \e �k ہےchain Rawalpindi   \e ا اسÍں ہے، §ہZlbranches all over Pakistan   ں ۔ZہArmy Welfare 

Trust   \�vا uvں اZlprovision   uvہ اe ہےperiodically   \[gہ iاز�zہ ا�s¯ sV ںjہk ہےplots   \eallotment  

ہg]ے ہZں، vہ ان   retiredہg]ے ہZں اور اس eے � وہ jk \e In service   gkarmy personnel   gk]\ ہے ۔ 

positions   رےjcہ  اور ہsZ´و  snZol �o{vsVا ،snZol لsok ے�Zk ہے se ے ہٹdinformal way   تj^ ہv ںZl

prevail  بjok ہe ہے \[se !�z۔زje �e¾اgd ہsl اور je �e¾ uvا \kg� ۔۔۔ہ  



   

 


